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SELLS

SIXTEEN PACES

WOMEN MUST REGISTER
TO VOTE THIS FALL"

IS TO DENVER F

County Clerks throughout the
state hnvc been instructed to
register women as well as men
to vote at the general election
this fall. The registration books
will open thirty days before the
general election. The qualifi- cations for women voters will be
the same as for men excer. thut
women aliens, if they are mar-ried to men that are citizens,
have the right to vote.

Water Work Bond. Were Sold ThU
Week and Improvement! at Plant
will be Mad in Near Future
The City of Clovis hag sold the issue of (11 5,000 water works bonds
that was voted at the sprint; election,
The deal was closed this week when
a satisfactory bid was received from
Sidlo, Simons, Fels & Co., bond buyers of Denver, Colorado.
This meens thut the city can now
go ahead with tho necessary installa
tion of new equipment at the power
slant which is now greatly over
loaded.
Bids for the new equipment are
now being advertised for and will be
opened on the 18th of October.
.

TULIA MAN MAY HEAD
OZARK TRAILS ASSN.

NEW SEATS ARRIVE' FOR
HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING
More than 400 opera scats arrived
this week for the auditorium of the
High Scho building. Thia equipment,
which has been delayed for some time
wilt be Installed in the place of school
desks now in the auditrrium, during
tho Christmas holidays.
The new scats have been badly
needed for some time, and will add to
the splendid equipment of the high
school building.
The school dusks
thut are now in tho auditorium will
Lj used in the new Eugene Field
school building when completed.

E. Swepston,

G. H.

S. ATHLETICS ARE

BOOMING

TRIS SEASON

Under Direction .of
Higgin are Working For
Football Honor

22 Men

Attend Bankers
, State Convention

L. B. Gregg, G. W. Singleton, S.
Coach A. Jones, C. W. Harrison and Alex

With tho beginning of the school
term, attention is again directed toward high school athletics. Twenty-tw- o
men are working outtduily for
places on the football team, and the
prospects for the season are very
bright.
W. T. Higgins, the big tackle who.
won
fame on the Georgia Tech squad in 1917, is putting the
every
men through hard work-out- s
afternoon.
A half hour of practice in tackling
is followed by an hour of signal
work. Twelve of the squad have had
actual football experience on the Clovis High team, and the recruits are
being worked into form, so that the
locals will put up a formidable fight
for gridiron honors in this part of
the state.
So far five games have
been scheduled, and others wjjl be
added to the list before the season is
well under way.
Men from lust year's squad who are
working out daily are: Roy Sledge,
Francis Hardwick, Fred Overton, Wil
iam Griear, Glenn Hunt, William
Jones, Bland Eads, Thos. W. Ander
son, Miler Crouch, Howard Reeves,
Harold Hootcn and Kent Hunt. New, Men who have been addedttr,
the s.tund this year are: Earl Jamison,
'"His !a!-rJerry Miser, Maurice
len, J. A. Wallace, Jack Frost, Marion
Elliott, Jake Singer, Jeno Walthum
and Leonard Jernigan.

Shipley attended the State Bankets'
Convention
at Albuquerque last
week. It was an interesting meeting and Clovis bankers received quite
a bit of recognition at the meeting.
Alex Shipley served the convention
on the nominating committee and C.
W. Harrison was elected
dent of tho association. This means
thut Mr. Harrison will lutcr be presiS. A.
dent of the organization.
Jones was named as a member of
the executive committee for a term
of three years and he was also eloctcd
as the s(ate delegate to the American
Bankers Association which meets at
Washington, D. C, in October. Mr.
Jones goes as the only delegate from
the state to this important meeting.
vice-pre-

SIXTEEN PACES

Notwitlistunding the fact that
there is much wheat yet to be
marketed and an enormous row
crop in the country yet to be
sold, financial conditions in Curry County are the best they have
ever been. The four Clovis
bariks, as will be seen by their
official statements, have around
two and
million dollars
on deposit.
The deposits at other banks in
the county will run the combined
deposits of the county to well
over the three million dollar
Mark. Curry County is truly in
a wonderful financial condition.
one-ha-

lf

Men Held on Booze
Charge Released

SCHOOL OUTLOOK BRIGHT
With an adequate teaching force
to tuke care of the additional enrollment, the outlcok for a successful
year for the Clovis schools is very
bright, according to Superintendent
E. W. Bowyer. Although the delay in
tho new Eugene Field School building is causing half day sessions in
some of the grades, and some inconvenience in the class arrangement at
the high school building, prospects for
the year are better than ever before.

,
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District Engineer, J.U. Easter, Puts
Big Tractor and Grade
On Highway.
More good news on the. Grady
Highway situation was received this
week when it was announced that
District Engineer J. B. Easter had
' moved state equipment onto tho road.
A big Holt Tractor and a mammoth
Mogul grader will start in on the
Crow mud flat north of Clnud under
tho direction of Sam Williams who
han been employed as permanent
maintenance foreman of the road.
At tho Truest of tho Curry County
Commissioners, the State Highway
Commission will use some stat emergency road funds on this highway.
MARRIAGE LICENSE ISSUED
Two marriage license were issued
by the County Clerk's office this
week. Miss Mary Ann Shupe and I.
P. Bellman, both of Clovis, were married by Rev. G. E. Kennedy last Friday. License waa Issued this morning to Misa Snlina E. Holford, of Clo- -'
iris, and Jack Thompson of Texlco,

.
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Will Not Support the State Ticket

12.00 PER YEAR

til

COUNTY IN GOOD
FINANCIAL CONDITION

The two men held in connection
with the big booze haul in which
officers confiscated ' 25 . quarts of
whiskey on September Bth, were re
leased Tuesday after they had bein
turned over to the federal authori
ties.
John S. Richardson, who gave his
address as Breckenridge, Texas, was
Teleased because of insufficient evi
dence, and Ralph H. Nicholson, whose
address was given as Amarillo, Texas,
appeared before C. A. Scheurich and
made bond to appear before the grand
GET READY FOR COUNTY FAIR jury which will convone some time in
October.
The Curry County Farm Bureau
Nicholson, who claimed the liquor
News gives the following boost to the found In the car that the men were
driving, claimed that he had purCounty Fair:
chased
the whiskey in Clovis.
"Now is the time to begin preparaCONSTRUCTION RESUMED
tion for your exhibit at the County
Pair. The grain exhibits should be
Construction work on the new St.
collected as rapidly as they are maJames Episcopal Church will be reture enough to cut. They should be
sumed this week, according to W. W. cured in tho shade with the heads
Brandcr, Rector.
The tile for the down so that they will retain their
building is on the ground and the exgreen color and shapliness.
cavation work is well under way, Mr.
"The live stock should be given a Boys' and Girl' Club Delegate Will
Brandcr says, and the structure will
little extra grain and brushing up
Be Represented From Eight
be completed as soon as possible.
for tho next thirty days in order for
Countie.
them to make the best showing at the
PICNIC AT FORT SUMNER
County Fair.
Plans ore now well under way for
Curry County Fair, and the fair
the
doing
is
all
Association
"The
Fair
A party of Clovis young peo;!
Sunday in its power to provide for these displays held here in connection with
motored to Fort Sumner
where they spent an enjoyable time exhibits, and farmers should therefore the Boys' and Girls- Club Encampment
picnicing on the Pecos River. Those do their part in putting their produce on October 14th, 15th and 16th, will
in the party were: Misses Belle Sad and live stock in tho best possible be the best ever held in this part of
ler, Bertha Broome, Ora Sadler, Mrs. condition. The Fair will be held at the country, according to G. P. KuyF. E. Saddler, Mrs. Pearl Powell, Mr. Clovis, October 14th, 15th and 16th. kendall, vice president of the C'trry
L. M. DeFord, Messrs. Aaron Sadler, So let everybody do thoir part and County Fair Association.
The club displays will include exJack Fenwick, Cal Bamett and James we will have a fair that will do credit
hibits from eight counties, and dele
to any county."
Sadler.
gates are already making arrangements to come from as far west as
Encino, a distance of more than 150
miles. Special railroad rates have
been secured for the visiting club delegates.
(Santa Fe New Mexican)
Prizes will be awarded to the school
districts presenting the best general
display of farm and home products,
not including live stock; and in addi
Tho Santa Fe New Mexican calls ronage there was to promise, delivertion there will be display of horses
upon all good Republicans in New ed their delegations like peons under
poultry, swine, sheep and farm
cattle,
Mexico, who-- have any regard for tho orders.
products by farmers and others.
diparty
to
nominated
He
in
ineligible,
waa
join in the
future of their
Financial arrangements for the fair
work of defeating decisively and over rect contravention of the constitution
whelmingly the
ticket of New Mexico and the laws of the' are In the hands of a committee com
dictated to them at the state con- state as established by decisions of posed of Alex Shipley, L. C. Petree,
H. Y. Overstreet, C. V. Kelley, A. B.
The following other committees vention in Albuquerque by A. B. its supreme court.
Austin, and A. a. Johnson.
'
RepubFoil, H. O. Bursum, W. A. Hawkins,
If there is ever to be a real
were named :
The fair Is to be held under the
M.
Sully,
lican
machine
in
Secundino
Romero,
J.
Ed
party
state
this
this
Committee Chas. E.
Speaker
must be smashed now, lock stock and auspices of the Curry County Fair
Otero and Jesus Romero.
Dennis and Mrs. J. T. Stalker.
with the
Association,
The New Mexican will fight this barrel.
Club Organizers C. A. Hatch and
County Farm Bureau. Direct
Curry
absoput
oligarchy
is
Until
day
this
now
from
election
ticket
until
Mrs. J. T. Stalker.
It will be the
Association, which
duty of this committee to organize with all its energy and all its re lutely out of business; until the time ors of the Fair
Re- waa recently organized, are: James
when
tolerated
not
it
in
arrives
is
sources.
Democratic clubs at various points
Thia ticket is unrepresentative of publican councils, Republican organi- M. Bicklcy, president; G. P. Kuyken-dal- l,
in the county.
vice president; Will H. Paitison,
Republican party of New Mexico. zations and Republican conventions,
tho
R.
Publicity Committee J.
Hull
secretary
and treasurer; E. E. Hick
getting
there
party
hope
the
is
of
no
was
upon
forced
the Republican
It
and Edward L. Manson.
back to the people. While the ele- man and Claud Raybourn.
Campaign
W. party against its will.
A.
Committee
Hockcnhull, Judge-SaBrat ton, WmJ It was forced upon the Republican ment which put this job over is still
NEW ELEVATOR STARTED
in control, Republicans need expect
A. Gillenwater, Cash Ramcy and M. party by
nothing
honorable
in
squure
fair,
politically
or
indecent
methods.
M. Craig. It will be tho duty of this!
Work is being commenced this
It was the result of ono of the raw- party affairs and majority rule will
committeo to fill any vacancies that
week on the new elevator for the
may occur In he county Democratic est deals ever put across by the old remain a myth.
The defeut of the ticket is already Cramer Mill and Elevators Comticket between now and the general territorial bosses and the speciul inpany, which in itself will have
election and look after financial terests with which they are so closely asured. Republican after Republican
capacity of 60,000 bushels. This
a
no
has
with
reserpublicly
and
stated
permanently
and
affiliated.
nutters.
being built in addition to the two
is
"quit"
vations
he
or
that
will either
The head of the ticket has been for
Tho matter of selecting a nominee
elevators the company owns. A.
other
get
Bur-suBut
the
fight
many
out
and
ticket
this
years
protege
H.
O.
a
of
vacancy
to
for representative
fill the
Roberts
F.
of Scbatha, Kansus, has
monumental
most
be
defeat
must
the
caused by the resignation of Dr. G.
Ho is not the choice of the Re- and crushing in the history of New the contract for the erection of the
P. Miller was deferred until a later
Mexico elections. We urge every building which should be completed
publican convention.
date.
Republican to get into in from sixty to ninety day.
Ho l.i unacceptable to the rank and
game
the
and
Mr. Fall and Mr.
show
party.
file
of
the
COUNTY JAIL DESERTED
START NEW BUILDINC
He was handpicked by the bosses, Bursum and Mr. Hawkins and Mr.
All is quiet In the county jail, for substituted by coercion for the plain Secundino Romero and Mr. Otero and
not a single boarder's name appears and unmistakable choice of the indi- Mr. Sully and Mr. Jesus Romero that Work was begun this week on the
there are still party men in the state new building of J. V. Rice and Harry
on the institution's register. Should vidual delegates.
the dull timca continue, tho building
He waa nominated because peanut who will not be herded; that there la Highfill on North Main Street bemight bo used to alleviate 'the short- county bosses, having been promised
real Republican party in New Mex' tween the Flighway Garage and the
age of sleeping room in the city.
everything In the way of federal pat ieo and that It la ready to clean house, Skarda Motor Company.

president of the
Chamber of Commerce at Tulia,
.Texas, is being boosted as the next
president of the Ozark Trails Asso
cation. Col. Harvey has definitely
announced that he can no longer
serve the Assciution and his successor
will be named at the meeting which
is to be held at Pittsburg, Kansus,
on October 7th. Delegations will attend tho convention from Dimmitt,
Tulia and all points along the route
FOB FJU CAMPAIGN
in the Panhandle of Texas as well as
Roswrll, Tucumcari and other towns
Clovis should also Committees Named to Look After the
in Ntw Mexico.
Detail of Polling a Big Demosend a delegation and all tho delecratic Vote Thi Fall
gates from the western end of the
electof
end
route should work to the
The Democratic Central Commit
ing a western man an president.
tee of Curry County met at the Court
House lust Sutunluy for the purpose
EVERYBODY BEHAVING
of organizing the party forces for
THEMSELVES AT PORTALES
tho fall election.
,
It Is the plan to tuku a political
Assistant District Attorney R. E
Rowtlls, who attended district court census of the county and Jas. M
at Portales thio week, says there were Bickk-- and Mrs. Hurry L.,Patton
no criminal cases to bo tried there this were appointed to huvo this work in
term of court The grand jury found charge. They are to bu assisted by
ladies from each precinct, the followonly one true bill.
ing being named to help in the census
work:
BAPTIST YOUNG LADIES
Precinct No. 1, Clovis Mr. C.
ENTERTAIN YOUNG MEN
W. Harrison.
i
.
Precinct No. 2, Texico, Mrs. W. J
- The young ladies of the Baptist
church entertained the young men's Mathews.
Precinct No. 3, Blacktower Mrs.
(lass at the home of Mrs. L. H. San
dert on East Grand Avenue, Friday C. C. McGee.
Precinct No. 4, St. Vraitt Mrs. J
evening. Tho program of the even'
ing was carried out ih accordance L. Hines.
No.
Precinct
5,
was
Mrs. J.
Melrose
with Fall and Winter. Tho table
covered with snow, and a Christmas D. Lynch.
Precinct No. 6, Fields Mrs. G. W.
tree wos placed in the contor, sur
rounded by white candles. For win- Galloway.
ter the refreshments were cream and Precinct No. 7, Grady Mr Craw- cake, and for fall punch was served. ford and Mrs. Asa Cox.
Precinct No. 8, Hollene Mrs,
Those present were Misses Huff, Fry,
Bouchclle, Wicks, Noble, Sanders, Jesse Black.
Precinct No. 9, Clovk Mrs. AmMyers, Blakey, Perkins, Mrs. Jimmle
Sanders and Mrs. Williams, and brose Ivy.
.
.Precinct No. 10, Claud Mrs. J.
Solon Foreman, Sam Good- Foreman, C. H. McDan E. Weatfall.
Bloney
son,
Precinct No. -- 11, Bellview Mrs.
iela, Olln Walling, Floyd Marsh, Leslie Cant, Jean Powers, Jimmie San- Roy Mickey.
Precinct No. 12, Cameron Mrs.
ders, Emmett Tagadcr, and Gordon
Winnie Dethrage.
Wicks.
Precinct No. 13, Shiloh Mrs. John
Byrne.
Precinct No. 14, Havener Mrs.
STATE ROAD CREW AT
C. C. McGee.

J.

Paper of U. S. Land Office
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Search for Wet Good in Mexican
Shanty Ducloee Equipment and
Math. Hombre Escapes
A still with an estimated capacity
of ben gallons, together with several
kegs of mash all ready to be made,
into red liquor, were found under the
floor of a house said to be occupied
by Philipl Espenenza of West Otero
Ave., Saturday afternoon by A. B.
Hubbard, special Santa Fe officer.
and Federal Officer A. L. Cregg. A
small quantity of liquor was also
found in the house.
"the officials were on the trail of
a shipment of whiskey that waa sup
posed to have reached Clovis recently
and were investigating the premise
when the still was unearthed.
The
mash consisted of a concoction of
grapes and ralajns.
A search for the tenant was fruit
less, find it is rumored that the former
occupant of the house is well on hi
way to Old Mexico.

BUSINESS FIRMS WILL
MOVE TO NEW LOCATIONS
A. B. Austin & Co. will move to
thoir new building on West Grand
Avenue within a short time, according;
to announcement made .thia week.
The racket goods department is being
installed now, and the new bakery
which will be operated in the same
building by C. N. Hardy and C. C
Thomas is completed and will be
started when tho store is opened.
The building on Main Street now
occupied by A. B. Austin & Co. will
be occupied - The Little Smart
Shop before October 1st.

WILL BUILD NEW
ELEVATOR AT HAVENER
The Cramer Mill & Elevators Co.
has purchased a site for an elevator
at Havener and will soon begin construction on their building at that
place. The new elevator will have a
capacity Of twelve or fifteen thousand bushels.
CURRY COUNTY WOMAN'S
DEMOCRATIC ORGANIZATION
A meeting was held at the court
house Wednesday afternoon for the
purpose of completing a Curry County Woman's Democratic Organization,
of which Mrs. Craig of Texico Is vice
chairman. The following officers were
elected: Mrs. E. L. Manson, secretary-treasurer;
Mi. Stalker, second
Ward chairmen for
the purpose of taking the political
census of Clovis were appointed aa
follows: First ward, Mrs. John Barry; second ward, Mrs. A. W. Hocken- hull; third ward, Mrs. W. B. Mersf elder; fourth ward, Mm. Cornell.
A City Woman's Democratic Club
was also organised at this rime with
the following officers: President,
Mrs. C. W. Harison; Mrs. Mayes, vice
president; Mrs. Nichols secretary-treasure- r;
Mrs. G. S. Woodward, reporter, and Mrs. Fred Dennta, pub
licity chairman.
n.

OZARK TRAILS HEAD
INSPECTS HIGHWAYS
Col. W. H. Harvey, of Monte Nee,
Arkansas, president of the Ozark
Trails Association ia in Clovia today
on an inspection tour of the Ozark
Trails through this part of the coun
try. Col. Harvey is also inspecting)
the Trail monument which have
been erected in cities along the plains
division route of the trails. These
monuments were recently erected by
Joe Hopper of Clovis.
D. W. Jones, secretary of the Clovia Chamber of Commerce and W. W.
Mayes met Col. Harvey at Dimmitt,
Texas, and escorted him over the
Ozark Trails to Clovis.

BUSINESS PROPERTY ON
SOUTH MAIN IS SOLD
was closed this week,
Hurford, of tne Clovia Bakery,
purchased from Grisamore & Osborne
the building on South Main Street
which was recently occupied by that
firm. The price paid for the building
was $6,500.
Mr. Hurford stated Wednesday
that he would move his bakery to the
new location as soon as the new oven
which he has purchased arrives.

In a deal thut

C.

J.
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Grain and Flour
WANT YOUR WHEAT. .
The embargo, that lias been effective .since August 2nd, has been lifted and we can handle your
wheat promptly.
AVE

SUNLIGHT FLOUR

Cramer Mill & Elevators Co.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

of industrial readjustment in the
country thnt cannot be overlooked. It
means , of course, the graduul increase in the available supply of labor. It ought to mean a decrease in
the prices of the necessaries of living.

The Clovis News
Official Taper of Curry County
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and Publisher

Democrats all over the state are
Entered nt the postoffice at Clovis, feeling jubilant over the prospects for
New Mexico, as second class matter the stale success this fall. Terfaet
ur.dcr the act of March 3, 1879.
hurmony prevails in the party which
is not the case with the Republican?.
The Democrats have put out a itronji
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
lSJ.OO ticket and one that is bound to meet
One Year
Six Months
$l.uO with favor at the hands of the voters.
.

j

Foreign Advertising Representative
THE AMKRICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION

Nations that have actually signed
and ratified the 'peace treaty are
Brazil, Bolivia, Great Britan, Canada,
Australia, South Africa, New Zcland,
India,
Guatemala,
Liberia, Panama,
Peru, Uruguay,
Sinm, Greece, Poland, Japan, Italy,
France and Belgium. The neutral
states which were invited to join the
League and have actually done so
are Norway, Venezuela, the Netherlands, Denmark,
Columbia, Chili,
Argentina, Paraguay, Persia, Salvador, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland. China will become a member
when she ratifies the Austrian treaty.
Germany has signed and is prepared
to take her place in the League of
Nations,
What nations stand outside?
Revolutionary Mexico, Bolshevist Russia, unspeakable Turkey,
and the United States of America.
Czccho-Slovaki-

a,

One thing thnt is being noted with
interest by American employer classes is that the tide of immigration is
apain running strongly. The United
States Department of Labor announces that 5000 immigrants are now
r oming into the country daily and the
whole number for year ending June
30 was 800,000 as against only 141,-1"- 1
for the corresponding previons
year. As estimated by the Armour
of business conditions as seen
from the standpoint of the packers,
the increase is a factor in the process
st

he stood on the street corners selling
newspapers with ull the enthusiasm
of youth. Then he became a printer's
devil, his face and hands bespattered
with ink and in this school of hard
knocks he saw the oppotunities which
lay ahead of him in his chosen work.
'With a vision of the day when he
would become an editor, young Cox
mastered all the mechanical features
of the trade and with this knowledge
tucked away in his head he sought a
job as reporter.
There are those in Cincinnati who
still remember the youth, remember
the knocks and rebuffs he received,

From time immorial,
men have
dreamed of peace; poets have sung of
it; philosophers have written about it;
statesmen have discussed it; men
everywhere have hoped and prayed
that tho day might come when wars
would no longer be necessary in the
settlement of international differences. For tho first time in the turbulent annals of the human race,
such a project has become feasible.
The destruction of militarism, the
crumbling of thrones, the dissolution of dynasties, the world wide appreciation of the innor meaning of
war has at last made it possible to
realize the greatest dream that was
ever conceived. It is In these words
that Senator Homer Cummings appeals for support for the League of
Nations and for Governor Cox who
has come out openly for the covenant.
Senator Harding i against
the League and has so stated. It is
tl.e vital issue of the campaign and
the issue is clear cut. It is Cox and
the League of Nations or Harding
remember how he served his cub days
and no League.
and how he succeeded in mastering
the style of journalism of his day.
FROM BAREFOOTED NEWSBOY
Then the youth bought a newsTO CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT
paper. He borrowed the money to
It was
From a barefoot newsboy to pro- make the great adventure.
prietor and editor of two leading a hard task but h ia courage was sunewspapers is a far cry but it was preme, his confidence was unlimited
accomplished by James M. Cox, gov- and his knowledge of the business had
ernor of Ohio, who is the Democratic been learned from the ground up.
candidate for president of the United He put his shoulder to the wheel and
success crowned his efforts. He set
States.
It was in Middletown, Ohio, that about to print the news fairly and
young Cox shouted his wares. There impartially and this policy won him

t

il

!

M.iJ

JAMES

the confidence and support of the
people.
Today tho governor owns two clean
progreslve papers In Ohio, houBed in
splendid buildings and run on efficient lines. Probably no one knows
Governor Cox better than his lifelong friend United States District
Judge Robert M. Marx of Cincinnati.
Judge Marx says:
"I have been to the farm where Jim
Cox was born at Jacksonburg, Ohio,
50 years ago. I huvc seen the humble
I
home built by his grandparents.
have tramped the fields thnt young
Cox harrowed and dragged and tilled.
I have been to the little one room
rural schol where Governor Cox first
st'iilivd and Inter taught.
"I have watched the young man ns
he strove to do big things for the
I have seen his
people of Ohio.
achievements, hundreds of miles of
market roads and a farm credit plan,
finer rural schools, state insurance
for every workman, eight hour day in
public work, full crews on railrouds,
abolishment of child labor, an industrial commission that adjusts disputes between labor and capital, nnd
a score of other accomplishments.
"He was n great war governor and
thnt is why the service men of Ohio
arc solidly behind him. But there
is a loftier idealism bock of the support of Cox. He went in to end future wars to make it unnecessary
for our generation or the next to go
through the suffering and: endure
the hardships of war. He is for the
League of Nations.
"We know nil too well tho falsehood of the claim that our entering
into the Covenant of the League of
Nations would require us to send
troops and vessels to fight the battles
of other countries. It was no league
that made us send our I en" ncross
the waters. It was because there was
agreement
no concert of nations-rn- o
of power that we were drawn slowly
but surely and despite our first desire to kerp out, into the war for the
cause of humanity
."I was in Belgium in 1914
when
the Germans opened fire on Liege.
There was no league then, and it was
because there was no way the powers
of the earth could get together and
Talk it over that the war began. It
was because there was no league
that we could arbitrate our claims before that wo were forced to resort to
the arbitrament of arms. Our sons
went overseas to fight because of one
thing only there was no league, wo
tribunal or association of nations.
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Why
m Suffer? &j
Cardoi'Du!

pN Wonders for Me,w

Declares This Lady.
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National Traffic
Truck Week
SEPTEMBER

20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25.
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it was an effort for
yjtX where
me to go. I would have
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bearing-dow-
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pains in
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my side and back

back, and down In my
side thero was I great
deal of Soreness. I was
nervous and easily Hp- -
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Throughout the country on the above dates, Traffic dealers will
demonstrate the

TAKE

GARDOI
The Wcasn's To:

Traffic Truck

kTI
LVl
L

Uyi
r

The Lowest Priced
capacity truck in the world.
We are prepared to show you these trucks and demonstrate '
them at any time.
The ability of these trucks to "deliver the goods" can be
testified to by those who now own them in Curry County.
Look the Traffic over.
4,000-poun-

m

Ci

d

ysX
Nj

Skarda Motor Co.
CLOVIS, N. M.

"I heard of Cardul and
decided to use It." con.
tinues Mrs. Simpson. "I
saw shortly it was bene- i"inv m in iPni ir lira
and it did wonders for
me. And since then I
nave been glad to praise
CarduL It is the best
woman's tonic made'
Weak women need a
tonic Thousands and

thousands, like
Simpson, have
Try Cardui lor your

ALL
DRUGGISTS

On

most reliable musical cjitica as one of
the world's best tenors, will sing at
th4 opening of tho new Lyceum Theatre, Tuesday and Wednesday, September 21st and 22nd.
Mr .Genke was formerly one of the
leading tonorg of the Metropolitan
Grand Opera Company but now
tvHiiItnt of New Mcxiea on account of
failing health.
Tli u following is an excrpt from a
U'tter to the Albuquerque Morning
.Journal from J. Milton Whiteside,
music critic of the New York Times,
"By mere ehnncc, while passing
tin ouch your city from New York to
tho coust, I found thut George Geako
was located in Albuquerque. Do you
people realize just what you have?
Mr. Geake is considered America'
greatest tenor and has been favorably mentioned as one of the world's
greatest sinirerj. Music and the stage
suffered a distinct loss when health
forced Mr. Geake from active works"
Clovis is indeed lucky to have tho
opportunity of hearing a man of Mr.
(! ake's ability.

You can reserve seats
of America's Created Singen
ing of the New Lyceum,
Will ting at the Opening of the
Wednesday. Sent. 21st
New Lyceum Theatre
'culling the Lyceum box

George Geake considered

for

tho open-

Tuesday and
and 22nd by
office. Phone

tho No 80.

by

1
How Much Life

Should

I

Insurance

Carry?

The above question is hard for some men to answer, ami yet every man with a family should proper-- ,
ly answer the question ami act accordingly. The
proper development and wholesome existence of the
family may he determined by the answer to tho
question.
The Department of Labor has been making an
exhaustive study of this question and has fully answered it in a recommendation to the Congressional
Committee as follows:

"Family Budget determines necessary
amount of Life Insurance. The minimum
to be carried by the 'father' $7,500."
The lJurcau of Labor statistics of the United
States Department of Labor recently prepared for
the Congressional Committee a tentative quantity
and cost budget necessary to maintain a family of,
five in health and decency. These figures have been
largely used by Labor Unions in urging increases
in wages, as they are made on an elaborate basis,
providing high standards for food, clothing, housing,
etc. On the subject of Life Insurance it recommends
that at least $7,500 be earned on the head of the family with adequate insurance on the dwelling and
property. On this subject the report said:
"In the first standard budget prepared by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, provision was made" for a
."Wmn
to nne for n '(Vf'W
life insurance nreniiiim
"
'
" ' sufficient
policy for the head of the family. This was consider- nltjf1lifs
fill flwi
tvt
a w1 r..kfniH
i wm i;immi
wii, wMwiuit tttlTliktll
uiiiiiMiuui
naiLije,
u'i rtttofruilLt.
aim
since in the event of the husband's death it would
furnish an income to the wife and ehildren of not
over $:;( a year or $i.00 a week. Wit h the increased
cost of living, this amount, is clearly insufficient.
To give tie same degree of protection as xvm in corded in 1014 by a $"),0)0 policy, it would now be necessary for the husband
carry tlO.OtX). ( 'fluting
that, in order to help carry the burdens of the war,
the working man and his family must make some
sacrifices in their standards of living, it would certainly be inadvisable at this time to advocate a policy
of less than $7,500 for tho head of the family."
The Labor lJureau at Washington completed a
survey last year of 12,102 families located in 92 industrial .mictions of the country, and found that the
average family is composed of five people, and the
average income $1,514. Tho average income per family has increased during the past year approximately
making the present average income per family about $1,900 per year. The recommendations
made by the Labor Bureau as to the minimum
amount of Life Insurance that should be carried are
based upon the above' increase. If your Life Insurance account does not equal the minimum family
requirement, as recommended by the Labor Department, then you should arrange to increase tho
amount at once.
-

"

25,

V7U

Vjfl
VI J
KKJ

KANSAS CITY LIFE INSURANCE POLI-CIEarc secure in every respect as the company operates under the legal reserve compulsory 'deposit
law of Missouri, which requires the Company to deposit with the State high grade interest-bearin- g
securities eVial in amount to the full reserve cash value
of all policies in force, and each policy is registered
with the State and contains the certificate and seal
of the State of Missouri thereon.
S

Mrs.
found
trou- -

A MUSICAL TREAT

K

XtfSt.,Ashevllle,N.C. "I
, V finally got to the place

I

Wonderful Economy and
Hauling Ability of the

"I Suffered for ft long
time with womanly weak -ness," says Airs. J. R
Simpson, of 57 Spruce

Our. sons will go overseas again as
they went in 1898 and yet again as
they went in 1917 and yet again until thero Is a league which will substitute right for might.
"The old order of world anarchy
has failed to keep us oui of war. The
new order iu not alone the order we
fought to bving about, but it offers
the sure preventative of the dire necessity of sending our soldiers overseas. Without it wo are where we
wer in 1898 and 1917. Without it
we are today in a state of internaWith it there is the
tional anarchy.
certainty of peace, with it there will
be a governed world, with it trade
and commerce and good will will exist
among nations.
"We who fought for this ideal, who
went over the top to victory in the
consciousness of hope tlint we were
bringing peace to the world, are for
Governor Cox because he proposes to
keep the word of America to the
world and to keep the faith with tinmen and women who served."

JT

Kansas City Life Insurance Co.
R. M. HALL, District Manager
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Pig Gilt Clau
1st, Maggie Hopper; 2nd, Travis
Stridden; 3rd, Bonnie Sherman.
Sow and Litter Claw.
,
1st, Bertram Kempf; 2nd, Delmis
"

T7nnivi

-

,

Poultry.
1st, Maggie Hopper; 2nd, David
Daniel; 3rd Bonnie Sherman.
The stock exhibits were a credit to
club members any place and Mrs.
gar-do- n
Kempf brought the
collection. At noon a typical Curry County basket dinner was spread
on tables and everyone did justice
(hereto. Mr. Hopper presided at the
punch bowl a wast tub filled with
lemonade.
After a club song, Uncle John
Fleming gave a splendid talk on the
"Purpose of Club Work." The Lo
i
crop
large
have
a
we
get
and
cust Grove poultry demonstration
still hard to
Parts
Duke,
team composed of Agnes La
take care of.
,
.
gave a
Mattie and Jessie Engram
on setting the hen.
demonstration
bring
let
and
in
them
but
extras
wait
for
So don't
Mr. Alex Shipley's talk on the valns Weld them and take them back the same day.
ue of Club Work for boys and girls
You
There you are. We guarantee satisfaction.
and his report on his trip to the
Bankers' Convention at AlbuquerJudge.
sole
are the
que and the Fiesta at Santa Fe was
inspirational in its import.
The program closed with two read
ings by Miss Ernestine Mozer, one
dramatic, "As the Moon Rose by
Phcfps and "Miss Kate Benoyer" with
ukulele accompaniment.
Rear Farmers State Bank
Following the program the crowd
Residence Phone 429
Shop Phone 43G
was treated to ice cream, the donation
of Mr., Stricklin and water melons
Clovis, N. M.
from Mr. Kempf's patch.
Such days mean a great deal to a
community and they can be made
munity were all live stock and poul- very much worth while with com
COMMUNITY FAIR AT MOYE.
try and the following prizes were munity boosters as Moyo possesses.
Mrs. Edna Hume Durand.
awarded :
was
of
fairs
aeries
the
of
first
The
Calf.
There was a
a decided success.
high
One good second-hand- ,
Dairy lnt, Bertram Kempfj 2nd,
large crowd out at the Sherman farm
sale.
for
piano
new
also
grade
piano,
Stricklin
Hopper;
3rd,
Travis
two
Paul
and ill the club members but
Beef 1st, Clara Roberts; 2nd, Special bargain. D. N. Croft, Phane
exhibited.
262.
Roberts.
Jewell
com
thia
carried
in
The projects
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It Is Time To Repair Your Corn Binder
tre

to
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0
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BEGINNING WITH NEXT SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 19th
OUR PLACE OF BUSINESS WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY
ON SUNDAY.

WE THEREFORE REQUEST ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
AND OUR FRIENDS IN GENERAL TO GET THEIR GASO-

LINE AND OILS ON SATURDAY. WE WILL BE OPEN
UNTIL AROUND 11.00 O'CLOCK SATURDAY EVENING

Admiral Welding Shop

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

,

We carry a full line of tires, tubes and accessories. . Anything your car needs from a 30x15 to a 40x8 casing. Don't throw
away that old tire because it wears out ftring it to us and we will
make it new. .We fix them from 150x3 to 40x8.
Our mechanic has just returned from Akron, Ohio, where he
took a special course in truck vulcanizing, and he knows how to
do

it.
Don't forget we carry truck tires in stock.
When you have tire trouble, call our FREE SERVICE CAR.
REMEMBER THE PLACE-REMEM- BER
THE MOTTO
MOTTO

.

MS)

SIMS AND QUALLS

,

"SERVICE AND SATISFACTION"
PL ACT.

Itlovis Tilling station!
North Main Street

Phone 373

EPT. 24

.

Wo will sell at Public Auction at W. T. Quails' tann, 8 nnics norm am
7 miles
13 miles west of Clovis, 8 miles north and li2 west of Havener, and
goods
north and 10 miles cast of Melrose, the following live stock and
STARTS AT 10:00 "A. M.

SALE

FARMING IMPLEMENTS
1 Milwaukee broadcast binder,
cut, nearly new.
run one
1 McCormiek row binder,
season
1 McCormiek row binder
with
1 Emerson two row monitor,
knives and attachments
1
harrow
1 John Deere Lister
1 Wagon
2 sets chain harness
1 set double buggy harness

22 HEAD HORSES AND MULES
2
2

mules, 15 hands high
bay horses, 5 and 6 years old, weight

8-f-

1300.

bay horse, 9 years old 16 hands
high.
1 bay horse 11 yearold, 15 hands
high
1 black mare, 12 years old.
1 mule colt, 4 months old
1

1
2

graymare,

7

years old

mules, past two years old
1 mule 14 hands high
2 bay mares, 9 years old, 15 hds. high
1 roan mare, 8 yrs. old 15 hds. high
1 gray horse, 10 yrs. old, 16 hds. hig'a
1 black horse 4 yrs. old, 15 hds. high
1 roan horse 3 yrs. old, 15 hds. high
2 bay filly colts, 1 and 2 years old
1 black filly, 3 years old
old
1 mule, 1
12 HEAD HOGS
1 black sow with 5 pigs
1 red sow with 4 pigs
1 black shoat
26 HEAD OF CATTLE
10 head of heifer yearlings, white
face, good ones
1 brindle cow with calf by side
1 red cow with calf by side.
1 cow be fresh soon
bull, Hereford, good one
1
1 brindle white face cow, with young
calf
cow, with young
1 red, white-fac- e
calf.
1 Jersey cow, calf by side
3 heifer yearlings
1 steer yearling

t.

lbugy
1

Economy King Cream Separator
No. 16

With tho coming of the school
months, ends the vacation period, not
only of tonchcrs and pupils, but also
of those who spuk to keep the firos of
knowledge burning by aligning themselves with some form of literary
work. Tho Progro3 Club opened the
season with one of the most delightful
receptions ever held in Clovis, at the
home of Mrs. G. P. Kuykendall, 604
N. Mitchell Street The rooms were,
artistically decorated with yellow and
white flowers and asparagus sprays,
reminding one of the advent of autumn, the dining room being especially pretty, the principal decoration
of which was a huge lake of ice surrounded by asparagus and yellow nasturtiums, from which delicious punch
was served, supplemented by small
cakes and after dinner mints. Croft's
orchestra, concealed behind a beautiful arch of asparagus furnished music for the afternoon.

1

turkeys
John Deere wagon, 34, good one,

1

nearly new
molasses mill, press and pan

1
1
1
1

1

THE
THE
THE
THE

cultivator

Other fanning implements
merous to mention.
CROP
140 acres of good row crop,
which is for sale.
60 acres of maize
65 acres of kaffir
15 acres of Indian corn

too nu-

Cha-nut- e,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Clovis. New Mexico

Capital, Surplus and Profits

$135,000.00

A Strong Bank In a Growing Town

2-- 3

DENNIS
18
f-

-

"
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YOUNG LADIES,
YOUNG MEN,
GIRLS AND BOYS,

LITTLE KIDS.

Are the best made. We specialize in school shoes.
OURS are better made, better finished and out of better
material.
. Drop in and let us show you our full lines for all the family.

of

Our Prices Are Always Right

A. Weidmaim

R. S. QUALLS, Owner

TATE & RAMEY, Auctioneers

-

Chil-der- s,

FOR

Knife sled
1 kaffir corn header
1 sulkey breaking plow
2 sets harness

On all sums under $10, cash in hand. All stuns over $10, 1 to 12
will be given on approved security.
tunc
months

"

two-cour-

'

FREE LUNCH AT MOON

L SIMS and

held after which the club adjourned
to meet September 28th with Mrs.
Mrs. Gearge Roberts was hostess Mason.
REPORTER,
for the Woman's Club Tuesday afternoon on North Lane. A dainty
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Watson very
luncheon was served at one delightfully entertained at dinner
o'clock to the following members: Sunday in honor of Mrs. F. J. Evans.
Brown,
Mesdames Ashcraft,
Covers were laid for Mr and Mrs.
Hockenhull, Cornell, Steed,
W. J. Stuart, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Havener, Robinson, Ricketts, Collins, Mr. ana Mrs. E. W. Reagan,
Hall, Humphrey, Hightower, Ramey, Mr. and Mrs. S. Grisamore, Mr. and
Dillion, Smith, Dice, Pattisan, Nich- Mrs. Andy Moore, Mr, and Mrs. Earl
ols, Martin, Switzer, Stevenson, and Casel, and Mrs. F. J. Evans, guest of
Roberts. Mrs. Chas. Switzer of
,
honor.
Kansas, and Miss Jessie Hamil
Girl wanted to do general house
ton of Corsicanna, Texas, were
guests. A short business session was keeping. Mrs. C..W. Harrison.

Our School Shoes

P. & O. Lister
John Deere Monitor
harrow

TERMS

JOHN

WOMAN'S CLUB

I PROGRESS CLUB OPENS

About three dozen chickens and ten

yir

BIG

8

.

'

kauZsMil

FRIDAY,

.

SHOE REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

SON, Clerks

ji

J

THE CLOVIS NEWSTHURSDAY,
Edward Morgan will leave Monday
xor Aiouquerque where he will enroll
in the Slate University.

Croft's Society Orchestra
Open

MAKERS

LOTS OF PEP

for cnpngements at Society Club Meetings, Receptions,

Weddings, Entertainments,

Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Faulkner re
turned this week from a three month
vacation trip through the northwesi

Etc.

Phovet 145 nd 262

Scientifically Right
Artistically I Correct

Dr. and Mrs. L. C. Cox are ex
pected to return this week from an
extended vacation trip through tJiP
western part of the state.

A NEW ORGANIZATION OF MUSICIANS

REAL MUSIC

SEPTEMBER 16, 1920.

evn states.

MUSIN CROFT, Leader

The best designers in the country make

Mrs. Dick Kosh who nmli.liL-an....
operation for appendicitis in the City
A. V. Johnson returned Monday nospuai msi monday is reported to
4 from a trip to Kansas City. Mo., art;! be recovering" nicely. Mrs. Kosh h.K
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Anna
Lawrence, Kansas.
uuom, lor some time.
f

I.OnAT. Mr.TJTTnK

You can see genuine
Parisian
Oldfield tires, you can't beat 'em. gowns at the Fashion Revue. A part
Taylor Tire & Battery Co.
of the opening program at the New
Lyceum Theatre. Tuesday and Wed.
Bloney Foreman left Mt week for nesday, September
21st and 22nd.
Abilene, Texas, where he will enroll
in SimmiPi College.
Round Oak Pipe and Pipelecs Fur- nace.
George Geake, America's greatest
Tenor, will sing at the opening of the
New Lyceum Theatre, Tuesday and
if
ri in i
Wednesday, September 21st and 22nd

nr

Columbia Grafonolas. Their acoustic design is as scientifically light as their cabinets are artistically correct.

Their acoustic design permits the full,

McCormick Corn Binders and Be.
pairs. Let us have your order early,

free development of the sound waves and
gives them a tone of exquisite clearness and

purity.

The grace and beauty of their cabinets
make it certain that any Columbia Grafor,

You can see genuine Pariainn
gowns at the Fashion Revue. A nnrt
of the opening program at the New
Theatre. Tuesday and W,l.
nesday, September 21st and 22nd.

in

nola will harmonize perfectly with any
sign of furniture.

de--

-

Hear Our Latest Records

The Greatest Novel by
ZANE GREY

.'4
. Lave
just received

a lare shipment of Keeords by express
and have a much larger shipment on the road by freight." We have
a splendid stock of records made by Art Hickman's Orchestra.
To enjoy the BEST dance music, you should have some records hy
Hickman's Orchestra.
Come in while our stock is unbroken.
M e

V

We Do the Rest
-- LET OUR

WILLIAM

hresents

VNs
Zf'r'

in fam Greys
mwnpnant novel

STte
ffW'xxmxi-m-

KODAK Finishing Department relieve you of the
trouble of developing and printing.' Prompt service
andgwd work.

S:

"

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG GO.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
LEST YOU FORGET-- We
fill prescriptions
promptly and corned by. JvYgistcrcd pharmacists

only.

.
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Girl wanted to do funeral house
Hemstitching
Wool, Silk and Cotkeeping. Mrs. C. W. Harrison.
ton. Mrs. Knowhs at Luikart Dry
Goads Co.
E. L McCauley has boon quite sick
but is able to be up.
The old Ogg

Mr. npd Mrs. Bert Curlew lire ona motor trip to Okhhoma xn-t- i
Mr.
Curies?
marking the ,U.i
Paw

-

.

uuto.

Boa

restauratn

Thci warm weather this week has
been welcomed by the farmers. It. is
helping tc mature, the big feed crops
in Curry County.

TWO REEL SUNSHINE COMEDY

Mrs. Nannie Stokes and daughter,
Mrs. Lela Hell and children, .Gladys

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON

Churns, Milk Cuds and
Cream Delivery Cans.x

V'H

LMJ
MIGHT
TRY TO GET IN

Wednesday, Sept. 21rt and 22nd by
calling the Lyceum box office. Thone

Rev. R. B. Freeman will lenvc the No. 80.

latter part of this month for Las

You can ace genuine Parisian
W. II. Taylor, general car foregowns at the Fashion Revue. A part man for the Santa Fe, who hits been
of tho opening program at the New (juito sick of typhoid fever at
the
Lyceum Theatre, Tuesday and Wed- Snnta Fo hospital, la reported ns be-inesday, September 21st and 22nd.
improved.

AT THE

Sept 18th

You can reserve seats for tho
open-in- g
of tbo New Lyceum, Tuesday and

and Erwin, are here for a visit nt the ( ruces to attend the Annual Confer- home of their son and brother, H. M. ence of the Methodist. Church South.
for New Mexico and West Texas.
Stokes.

"JAZZ BANDITS"

Heavy

Western
Electric
Vacuum Cleaners at

Washers

Song Shop!
We r pleated to announce
he engagement

Let us show you the Maytag Power
Washer; a genuine convenience for
the farmer's wife.

I".'

Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Stuart enter
tained at 7 o'clock, dinner Saturday
evening in honor of Mrs. P. J. Evans.
Those enjoying the charminir hospi
tality of Mr. and Mrs. Stuart were:
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Casscl, Mr. and
Mm. W. II. Collins, Mr. and Mrs.
Andy Mooro, Mrs. Bessie Moo're an
baby Ola, and Mrs. G. H. Watson,
Miss Esther and Master Lester Wat- -

H. E. duy, president

of the rnrm-er- s
State Bank at Texico waj a Clovis
building is being maved this week to visitor Monday.
make room for the new McClelland
H. S. Atkinson and family
building to be erected on that site.
have
moved to Clovis from Florefin.. T
George (eake, America's greatest and will make their home here.
Tenor, will sing at the opening of iho
G. K. McD.inald, state manager
Ntw Lycrum Theatre, Tuesday uri!
of
Wednesday, September 21st and 22nd the Woodmen of the World, has been
in Clovis this week,
looking after
Woodmen business.
Raund Oak Ranges.
4

George Geake, America's greatest
Tenor, will sing at the opening of the
New Lyceum Theatre, Tuesday and
Wednesday, September 21st und 22nd

Judge Sam Ilratton is holding
court at I'ortales this week.

w

Ih.i

of MISS

THELMA HUGH as our
She U a fine per.
former and will be glad to
Play any of the tongs that
you wUh to bear any hour

Mrs. I. J. Evans returned to her
homo in Kansas City, after a short
visit with Mrcs, S. Grisamoro. Mrs.
Evans slopped off in Amarillo on
her return trip for a visit with Mrs.
Roy McMillcn.

during the day.

.11

Rrnft Hiicin Hn
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I
A Fashion Revue America's irrent
est Tenor a Harold Lloyd Comedy
EVERYTHING MUSICAL
and the
showing of
and Charlie Ray's latest production.
45
COME IN AMD CHEER UP
Minutes From Broadwsv" at the
opening of the New Lyceum, Tuosdny
and Wednesday, Soptombcr 21st and RECORDS end PLAYER ROLLS, etc!
22nd, Get your reserved seats now
by calling the Lyceum Phone 80.
119 E. Monroe
Pkooe I4t
I

n

Second Section

P,

n

koa smn

am o 9,1m

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County

WRESTLING MATCH FOR
BIG INCREASE IN
NEXT SATURDAY NIGHT
TELEPHONE
match will be itagcd
Elki Auditorium in Clovis next
Saturday night when Walter Goldsmith, middleweight champion of
North Dakota, will meet Clurence
Danielson, middleweight champion of
A wrestling

at the

,

SUPPLIES

This year the Bell telephone system has required 75,000,000 pounds
of copper; 10,000 tons of galvanized
iron and steel wire; 12,000 tons of
polo
line hardware; 100,000,000
pounds of lead; 1,000,000 pounds of
antimony; 700,000 pounds .of tin;
10,000,000 pounds of sheet and rod
brass; 15,000 tons of paper for directories; more than 24,000,000 feet
of lumber; 12,000,000 foot of clay
conduits; 10,000,000 glass insulators,
These are only some of the chief re
quirements, only a part of the abso
v
lute essentials.

will clash in a finiuh
match two best out of three falls
4o a referee's decision to decide the
winner over a draw match on August
4 th, which ended in a disagreement
after each had gained a fall. Both
men know the game and wuigh the
same. Both men hove signed a con
tract for the referee to decide upon.
Good preliminaries will be staged
before the main wrestling bout siarts NOTICE TO REPUBLICAN WOMEN
between Chas. Dyer and Edgar
There will be a meeting on next
'
Chase.
Tuesday, September 21, at 2:30 p. li.,
$1,000.00 to loan on real estate.
at the court houRO to which all the
Blackmore-Zcrwer
Co., Abstracts.
Republican women of the county are
The Cincinnati workhouse, one of invited. The object of the meeting
the' city's best filled public Institu- is to organize the women iorces of the
tions for 50 years, has been closed party in this county.
for lack of putronage since prohibiMRS. G. W. SINGLETON,
tion went into effect.
Chairman of the Women's Republican
'

,

Committee
,

Regular Communication.
A. F.
A. M. ,
Night
N.it
P. A. La Shier, Secretary

T.Ur

nts

Second Section

Official Paper of U. S. Land Office
$2.00 PER YEAR
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Now Mexico.
These men

n

Ship your live stock to
Commission Co., Kansas City,
Mo. Day and night service. Twenty
years experience.
Market letter
Ryan-Robins-

free.

CANDIDATE LISTS IN
REDUCTION IN PUBLIC
EXPENSES FACE, CREAM
DEBT IS FORECAST
FOR BLONDE WORKER
Washington, District of Columbia
Washington, Sept. 13. Hero are
Notwithstanding a continuous de
some
of the campaign expenses of G.
ficit in government financial operu
H.
Force,
a defeated Miisourian
tions, Daniel F. Houston, Secretary
aspirant, which he listed
a
announcng
new
of the Treasury, in
offering of certificates of indebted under oath in his expense account
ness, declares that the beginning of filed recently with Tyler W. Page,
the new year will see a reduction in clerk of the House of Representatives.
the nation's gross public debt.
August 1 Postage for 25 letters
The offering of certificates cominfluential men in my district, tellto.
prises two issues and will total about
ing
be
that I was trusting to tho kindwill
issues
Both
$400,000,000.
duted. September 15th, one maturing liness of the people and the mercy
per of God to elect me (both. failed)
in six months and bearing 5
cent interest, and the other maturing 50 cents.
in one year and bearing 6 per cent
"August 2 For professional servinterest.
ices of a tonsorial artist in shaping
The proceeds obtained from the up the sandy whiskers of an influensale o these two ixsues, Mr. Houston tial son of Erin 35 cents.
said, will partially offset maturing
'August 3. One jar of 'face creme'
certificates aggregating about $800,- - to fascinating blonde for passing out
000,000, which must be paid before my cards 35 cents.
November. The remainder af the ma'August 3 Another jar of 'face
turing certificates will bo met from cremc' to charming brunette for passfunds received through the payment ing out more of my cards 35 cents.
of Income and profits taxes due on
"August 2 For her work and in
September 15.
fluence among her many friends and
Since the beginning of the current admirers, a pair of open work hose
fiscal year the Treasury deficit has for a plump widow; the less said the
grown to $125,805,000.
better, special, $1.
"July 27 For street car fare to
The gross public debt amounted 13
$25,324,872,000 on September 1. summer garden where Tony Stouver
Thi represented an increuse of $15,- - and congressional committee held
350,000 since July 1. There was a election one night a week previous to
corresponding Increase in the floating legal primary and nominated my op
debt, which amounted to $1,571,501,- - ponent for congress in the Tenth dis
trict 14 cents.
000 on September 1.
LET'S BOOST FOR
DIRECT PRIMARIES
(Albuquerque Journal)

but
Thei primary is not a cure-alit is a great aid in preventing an undue seizure of power. It does give the
people a real choice as to whom they
Otherwise an au
shall vote for.
tocracy gives us two candidates, whom
we had no voico In choosing, from
whom we may solcct one. Which one
the autocrat cares little.
county
A primary will minimize
bossism, and county bossism is the
There are
curse of New Mexico.
counties where the will of one man is
supreme as was that of the czar of
Ruttsia.
This accounts for the no
toriously low character of the legis
lature. The low character of the legislature accounts for the bad and in
equitable laws. Control by a few
men is easy under such condition.
Freed from the despotism of petty
bosses, the air of freedom of action
will expand the lungs of our people
n
counties untit
In
astonishing progress in all lines will
result, almost at once.
County tickets and state tickets
will cease to be made in back rooms,
to a large degree. Officials, respon
sive to the will of the people, instead
of responsive to the will of the boss,
will result.
Women can participate in a1 pri
mary with digniiied self respect. The
old caucus system is an affront to
them.
The argument of the expense of the
primaries ta not made in good faith.
The state can wall afford the smell
expense. It will be saved in more in
The expense
telligent government.
of individual candidates is contribu
tions made toward public enlightenment and education upon issues. As
well argue to shut down our schools
in the interest of economy.
We wi'l gladlv give space to area
ments against our primary or other
proposals
ua determine party
policies in the open, with the publk
participating, instead of a committee
room.
Come on, ladies or gerttemen, if
vie are wrong, te'l the public about it.
l,

GEO
.GEAKE
.

.

AMERICA'S GREATEST TENOR
AT THE

OPENING
OP THE

NEW LYCEUM
THEATRE
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

SEPTEMBER 21st and 22nd
GET YOUR RESERVED SEATS NOW BY
CALLING THE LYCEUM PHONE 80.

METHODIST CHURCH
Services at the Methodist church,
Sunday, September 19th.
Don't forget the Sunday school,
9:45 over 400 last Sunday.
Find
your place with us.
New classes being organized.
Preaching by the pastor morning

and evening

SAFETY VALVE

11:00 a. m. and 7:30 p.

m.

"Public opinion is the most inter-

Senior League 6 :30 p. m. Were you esting characteristic of a Democracy,"
there last Sunday? Well you missed
says Governor Cox. "It is the safety
a lot.
valve to the institutions of free
Come to the friendly church.
R. B. Freeman, Pastor.

r.lcGormick Corn

Spanish-America-

LMihia Cloth

Whatever you are looking for
be it a suit or an overcoat, or a suit and an overcoat;
or two suits and an overcoat; we can assist you in
filling your requirements brilliantly.
We want you young professional men, business men,
and college students to get acquainted with the new
fall ideas in

LANGHAM SUITS, with two or three button coats;
single breasted and double breasted; all with
that little air of elegance, good dressers demand ;
typical Young Men's Clothes. $30.00 to $75.00

TMormick and
fleering Repairs
r.lcOormiGk Tvine
Oil

and Harvest

Supplies

I treat all diseases and disorders of
women and
attend confinement
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.

LANGHAM OVERCOATS Roomy and generous
of sweep, but trim withal. Belted and pocketed,
they have a truly comforting look for the chilly
$30.00 to $90.00
days ahead

The Kentucky Iron Works, black-kit hln
and general repair work.
We make a specialty of
anH 1nthf work.

cl-Intle- rs

This store will be closed all day Wednesday 22nd..

Refular Meetinf
ClOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
nights of each month.
at 8:00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing in

Mandell's
THE STORE OF QUALITY
WE GIVE

Binders

Tt

Langham Clothes

this jurisdiction are invited.
R. J. Neat, Recorder.

S. & H. GREEN TRADING STAMPS
R

1

,0UND OAK

RANGES
AND HEATERS

THE CLOVIS NEWSTHURSDAY,
HALO

1:0.

DUE TO MISCONCEPTION

Explanation of Luminous Circle About
the Hsads of Sainta It Soma,
what Humorous,

We Believe

SEPTEMBER 16,

For centuries it tins been an almost
universal practice among artists to
paint hubs above the heads of the
saints in their pictures. Some
s
have been so depleted, even
though not ofllclally ciwonljted or pre"We believe in the future of Clovis and Curry
vious to thut ceremony, when the arCounty. That's why we arc spending thousands of
tist wished to Indicate special spiritual qualities or holiness, r., fur Indollars enlarging our plant and installing new and
stance, In the case of Joan of Arc.
machinery.
4
During the eleventh and twelfth cenAVe intend to stay in Clovis, and each day we
turies there wag a great activity In the
building of churches and cathedrals,
are making new friends who will stay with us as
and It was a common practice to erect
long as we are here. They are pleased with the
around the outside of the buildings
prompt and satisfactory service and the courteous
statues of tbe saints, which were
placed Just under the eaves. As the
treatment they have learned to expect from us.
linages became dlivolored by the rain
Let us add you to our long list of satisfied cuswhich fell upon the roofs and then
tomers.
poured over them, the authorities, as
a means of protection, placed over the
Call us today.
heads of the figures wooden disks of a
slue sufficient to protect them. Oltto,
the great artist, began to paint holy
pictures when only a country boy, and
In his Ignorance assumed that the
disks were essential parts of the
images of the saints. Hence big earliest paintings represent each sacred
PHONE 48
figure wearing ovar the head something that looks like the bottom of
tub. Lnter on he Idealized this Into
a mere circle, dark at first, but growing
more luminous with each production,
A girl six months old wants a skirt
The only Speaker that is making a
until Anility b developed the circle of
that hides her feet. But a girl 26 light thut Ims come down unchanged
hit nowadays is Tris.
years old isn't that bashful.
through gi ncrdtlnn of painters
the badge of sunctlty. New York
Chicago now has a papulation of
'
Many men prate loudly of the value Tost.
Of this number
150,000 Negroes.
more than 90,000 arrived from the of their convictions, but the market
DREW LAUGHTER FROM GRANT
South since the beginning of the war. price of convictions often fluctuates.

In Clovis

char-aeter-

up-to-da- te

Paint Your Roof
This Fall
You will never find a better time.' The roof of your house
Last week we unloaded a carload of CASK PLOW'S AND
is the first part that goes to the bad. Paint will preserve it.

SI

I

VL

The Clovis Steam Laundry

da!

'

You seldom see your roofs, yet, day and night, winter
and Bummer, they are exposed to every destructive force of the
elements heat and cold, rain and snow constantly fightinp;
for lifegainst decay, constantly fighting for your protection.
Treat your roof; as friends Give them a square deal. Keep
them coated with pood, protective, preservative paint
COOK'S SHINGLE STAIN is "best for wear or weather'"
and it will repay you manyfold for your money and attention.

Witty Rsmarks of Mark Twain Broke
Down Reserve Characteristic of
the Famous Soldier.

mimm

Responding to the toast of "Rabies"

at the memorable Chicago banquet

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.
There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

'It is our earnest advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.

Surplus. $27,500 i

"The Bank That Accomodates"

WHAT WE SAY
ABOUT
KEIXYS IS NOT SO IMPORTANT AS WHAT KELLY
USERS SAY.
A MILLION DOLLARS A
YEAR SPENT IN ADVERT1S-INWOULD NOT BRING US
HALF THE GOOD
WILL
THAT THE PERFORMANCE
OF
S
THE
TIRES
DOES.
G

1

QNG-REL-

DUMBER

L

"It Costa No More To
Telephone

No. 15

Built

Q0.

It Right."

,

W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

Have Broad Matrimonial Viewa.
in politics to stay by arraigning sev
I'resciit-da.Maori
are nominally
A monument to Wilbur Wright,
eral of them on charge!
of vote
Christians but there are many old
"first to fly In heavier than air ma
frauds.
chiefs who are still fond of their anchine," has ben unveiled at Mons,
cient totem polc. Their religion Is
Linotype operators on Manila
France, where the inventor spent
that of nature-worshicombined with
went on a strike because editor
week, experimenting with fly- the veneration of ancestors. A peculiar and Interesting detail of their re- ials in papers said the Filipinos were ling devices,
ligion Ik the belief that (he soul dwell
In each hiimnn being
left eye.

The Maoris were eiithasluHtlc candnyx, their favorite
nibals In
dlrh being roasted hearts. Kilting the
hearts of their enemies was supposed
to give them strength, especially in
e
the. pursuit of
activities.
As for the Maoris' marriage laws,
they seem to have none. But they believe very strongly (hat man should
have absolute power over woman.
Even today they have very broad view
on the subject of matrimony, and each
man generally takes onto himself at
many wives as he can afford to

Illinois, during 1920, will spend
$10,000,000 to oil its roads.
Walt Whitman's niadest little home
New Jersey, purchased
with hard earned dollars in his
dining years, is to bo converted Into
a Whiteninn museum.
in Cnmflen,

ny

YOUR PRICE IDEA

Joke 8,000 Yean Old.
Manned by the ancient Egyptians
over 5.OP0 years ago, a Joke Just came
to fruition, writes Prof. Flinders
I'etrle, the noted archeologlHt. "While
we were trying to find a way Into a
queen' pyramid," he says, "we discovered on a rock face a door which
was so beautifully and exactly fitted
that It whs difficult to see tbe Joints.
We Immediately set to work on this,
thinking, that we had found at last
an entrance to the Inner chamber.
After a considerable amount of work
we removed the door and found-s- olid
rock! It w;as a carefully arranged blind to balk anyone who
wanted to find the entrance Into the
royal tombs, and had been made about
8.0(10 B. C. by someone with a sense
of humor."

nAnd what is more
to the point, your
quality idea, too,
youll find here in

NEW STATE AUTO CO.

HumldKy In

8urgry.

Investigations made In several Boston hospitals by Dr. Ellsworth Huntingdon seem to indicate that for surgical operations, tbe heat condition of
the atmosphere is high humidity, 80
per cent or more, directly after operations, and moderate humidity, about
AO per cent, at a temperature
of 04
degrees fnhrenhelt, a few days later.
Doctor Huntington points out that, If
these results are accepted, there Is no
reason why the opt'mum conditions
of temperature and humidity should
not be produced artificially In hospitals, causing a probable improvement In not less than 20 per cent In
the results of operations.
Clear Field.
"Ah, here is a letter from the old

Real Auto Service
North Main St.

folk

!M

i

"Whut does It snyT"
"Come home your tailor is dead.''"

ftarsou'i

Weekly.

'

lORSCHBAUM CLOTHES
IN THE NEW MODELS FOR FALL AND WINTER

1920-2- 1

340

$45, $50 and up to $75
i

DO yousuitinsistbe that

That's low. None the
less, you can be a stick-

that it be

ler for all these three

soundly tailored all

ideas
l,
honest
workmanship, f40

all-wo-

THEM-SELVE-

i

aj ftr eler tarii.

Call

THE

war-tim-

T. L. HELM, Mgr.

ai vtmiskn.

fiaimtt

service.

e

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
,

HtoJfuarttri for frtJ

satisfactory

Chicago has proved that women arc not ready for independence.

Clovis, New Mexico

Capital $50,000

In

honor of (iou. Grant In 1879. Murk
Twain concluded with a sentence' that
set the gather!ng In an uproar. In
his Inimitable drawling voice be said:
"In his cradle, somewhere under
the flag, the luture Illustrious
of the American
armies Is so little burdened with Ills
approaching grandeurs and responsibilities lis to lie giving bis wlmle
strategic mind, at this moment, to
trying to find some way to get hi
own big toe Into his inouih, an achievement which (meaning no disrespect)
the Illustrious guest of this evening
also turned his attention to some
fifty-siyears ago. And If the child
Is but the father of the man, there
are mighty few who will doubt that
be succeeded."
At that conclusion
the audience
broke Into cheers ami roars of laughter in which even the. reserved Ornnt

There is a COOK PRODUCT nec-ul- ly
made (or every paint or vaniuh
problem. Quality atandi lint and foremost anil every psmluct under the
COOK. label ii guaranteed 10 give

Joined.

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Telephone 23

COOK'S SHINGLE STAINS are
warm rich colors rrlyird tnnra of
gtrrn and brown, enabling you to decorate your buildinga and kcrp thrin in"
harmony with nature. Twelve aliailra
for your arlection.

through?

ol-

And the
price you wish to pay,
let us say, is $40.

all-woo-

and get them, too, in
Kirschbaum Gothes.

The new designs now on '
display see our windows t

W. L Luikart & Co.
CLOVIS

THE CLOVIS NEWS THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1920.
HE PICKED UP A LIVE WIRE
The tmall son of a well known electrical engineer one day picked up a
hornet. When hia father hurried out
to discover the cauu of the Comm-

WIS

I.! J

HE CHS

CONTINUES

10

GUI

Seven musical publishing houses in
New York have been charged by the
United States with violation of the
Law, because of
Sherman
too much harmony in the jazz
Anti-Tru-

st

otion, says the

Ph'ladelphia Ledger,
Dad Dwight of the Clovis Marble
the little lad wu ruefully sucking hia Work on Grand Ave., ships his mor- thumb, while tear dreamed down hia ble direct into Clovis fro mthe quar-riface.
of the Now England State. He
"Why, what's the trouble," asked euta it, polishes and letters it right
the father.
here, and sells It direct to the custo"It waa that bug," explained the mer. There are no middle man's
boy between sobs. "I think hia wlrin' profits ami it is not bard to see how
ia defective.
I touched him and he he can save you money on your monwasn't insulated at all."
citiuments. Not only this, he is
zen of Clovis, has his home here and

Purity
Germ-fre-

ot

20c
331.

Aggressin (Kan-- i
Blackleg Vaccine.)
S,ee Dr. Biggs, Phone

Black-le- g
e

dose.

TlbcAS WONDER
for kidney and bladder troubles, grav
el, weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If
not told by your druggist will be sent
by mail on receipt of $1.25. .One
small bottle often cures. Send for
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hall,
2928 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

President Wilson surprised Wash' when you patronize him you are
mgton recently by appearing in a
helping to build up the town and the
'"victoria," with horses, instead of the county. He hires no salesmen and
White House limousine.
no agents and when you buy one of
monuments you have to
Federal employes have been forbid' Dad Dwight's
den to have anything to do with poll deal direct with him at his marble
you
tics. It is like putting a fish in works on Grand Avenue, but if
'
n LAST WILL AND TESTA
40
20
per
from
cent
to
save
can
water and telling it not to svyim.
your monuments isn't it worth while?
MENT OF BENJAMIN
He has had 38 years experience in
F. VIERS, DECEASED
NOTICE OF SUIT PENDING.
In District Court, Curry County, New the monument business. If you need
Notice is hereby given to all per
anything in his line it will pay you
Mexico.
interested ir. the estate of Benja
sons
to
sco
him.
B. M. Atwood, I'laintilT.
min F. Vicrs, deceased, that on the
No.
vs.
4th day of August, 1920, Amanda
Mattie May Atwood, Defendant.
ADMINISTRATRIX NOTICE.
Viera, filed with tho County Clerk
To Mattie May Atwood, Defendant,
All persons are notified that the
of Curry County, New Mexico, an inGreeting:
undersigned was appointed the admin' strument
in writing purporting to be
You will hereby take notice that Islrntrix of the estate of John B. At'
suit hus been filed and is now jiending wood, on the 11th day of August, tho last will and testament of.BcnCounty,
in the DlHtr'" Court of Curry
1920, and all claims must b'c legally
New Mexico, ..tjroin B. M. Atwood presented for pnymcnt within one
is plnintiff and you, Mattie May At- yeur or same will be forever barred,
wood, are defendant, suit No. 1G44
LAURA E. ATWOOD,
on the Civil Docket of said Court.
Administratrix.
suit
The general purposes of said
are for divorce and dissolution of the
bonds of matrimony now existing
WASHING POW.
you and plaintilT. Plaintiff alleges thut he is a resident of Curry DER
cuU Vreui iiutantly and mke.
County, New Mexico, and has been
such a bona fide resident of said coun the diilie bright and cUan.
ty for more than one year next proceeding tho filing of his said suit: that
you and he were lawfully married.ln
Roswell, Chaves County, New Mexico,
the fith day of June, A. D.
on,
o
o
1910, and lived together as man and
o
the 17th day of
CO
wife until on,
3A
0)
November, A. D. 1016, when you
a
do
without cause, abandoned and
serted him, and thnt since then you
tiave failed and refused and still fail
and refuse to return and live with him
aa his wife; thut during the time you
lived with him us his wife, he treated
you with kindness and affection, and
Construction and Carpenter
provided for you In every other way
foreman will accept work any-- J
In accordance with his means and sta
where in this western country
tion In life.
twenty yetrs experience.
lave
Yotf are notified that pluintiff's At
Wcs fcrc man seven years on U.
torney is. J. S. Fitzhugh, and his ad'
J S. Government work. Quali
dres is Clovis, New Mexico.
fied to handle anything in Con- You are further notified that, un
X struc'.ion line.
less you appear and plead in said
Furnish best of references.
cause on or before October 15, A. D.

jamin F. Vicrs, deceased, and also
filed in tho ProBate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico, her pototicn
praying for the probnte of said will
and that Letters Testamentary issue
herein to her as Executrix herein.
Pursuunt (o an order ef the Probate Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, made on the 14th day of
August, 1920, notice is hereby given
that on the 1st day of November,
1920, at the hour of 10 o'clock a. m.
of said day, that being a day of the
Regular November, 1920, term of
said court, at the court room of the
Probate Court at Clovis, Curry County, New Mexico, have been appointed

s

We have many beautiful pieces of
used furnitore that are as good as
new that will save you much money
on furnishing your home. Drop in and
look our stock over.
We buy second-han- d
furniture of
,
all kinds.

I. MILES

111

1

e

WASHING

E

POWDER.

it.

If your radiator leaks, don't
Bring it to our

R. C. Snelson
Groceries

Mules, Horses
Bought and Sold.

and

Cattle

dope

Radiator Shop

Real Service!

All Work
See the Jackson radiator for Fords.

Clovis Radiator Shop'
West of Antlers Hotel

Tfcs

VACCINE That

Hade Kansas Famous
This
the origins! formula
' Kansas Germ Free Vaccine
(Aggression) which has revolutionized Blackleg trcatmont.
It originated thru experiments
at Kansas Agricultural Collego
directed by the president of
this, company in person.
One
dose prevents Blackleg.. Proved
n over a million calve. Absolutely reliable one trial convinces.
U. S. Blackleg Vaccine 20c
'
per dose.
ia

Worswick
Distributors,

&

Logan

Roswell, N. M.

WW

51 3

TOOK at it just from
I j the business standpoint, compared with,
say, ten years ago or
even five.
9

Stlect your freo o
rcfin to the toad
they Jure to crave ;
In sandy or hilly country, wherever the going
la apt to be heavy The
U. & Nobby.
For ordinary country
roede The U. S. Chain
or bsco.
For front wheels The
U. 8. Plain.
For best reuults
reryirhere U. S.
Royal Cords.

We are now feeding more
people than at any time we
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There is
reasonor this. We are giving
our patrons the very best possible service and plenty of good
things to eat.

Nearly every business
man depending on the
automobile to transport himself and his
products.

n
That

is one reason, perhaps, why more attention is

being paid to tires why tire
costs are being figured closer
and people are beginning to
look for better tires.

We believe that people are
entitled to better tires
best they can get

the

'Not only the man with the

We have adopted
new policy of keeping our restaurant
open all night. This will give
tho wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

Open All Night

made easier.

0

OPEN ALL 'NIGHT

0gg& Boss Cafe

Everything speeded

up
ac-o-

Guaranteed

1

B

8 3

RcMoris Hotel.

SOLICITED

We rebuild, recore and repair any
make of radiator, regardless of conAsk us about the Jackson
dition.
Freeze-Proo- f
Core for any Radiator.

1

a lot to the automobile

P.F.White

YOUR PATRONAGE

,Auto Owners

HOTEL

This section certain I y owes

Old Lone Star Wagoa Yard

NOTICE

ANTLERS

f

County Clerk.
By RUTH HYATT,
'
Deputy.

For woodon, tile or marble floor

AT

218 South Mitchell
Old Model Laundry Stand

W. C. ZERWER.

News Classified ads get results.

The Liberty Cafe

y

J

seal)

W have juit opened up for business and are now ready to serve you
A GOOD MEAL at any time.
Come in to lee u, you . will be
pleaied with our prompt service, our
courteous treatment, and our GOOD
FOOD.

a

I Builders Notice!

1920, judgment will be entered
against you by defuult, and plaintiff
will apply to the Court for the relief
prayed for in his complaint.

MEAL!..

aa

to-w-

I

A GOOD

Furniture Stock?

W.

unto set my hand and affixed ray official seal this theUth day of August,
1920.
"
(Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk,
Curry County, N. If.

TTtTtTT?TTTTtTTtt"TTTTTTTTTTTTT

Why not Look Over Our

E

t,

and fixed as the time and place for
hearing said petetion and proving
said will, when and where all persons
interested may appear and contest
the same.
In witness whereof, I have here

big car, but the man with the
small car, and the medium
sized car.

Ill
We represent U.S. Tires
for that reason because
their policy i3 the same as
ours every tire as good as
you can get it, regardless of
the size of the car it is to
go on.

It was that polioy which
led to the introduction of tho
straight side automobile tire,
the pneumatic truck tire.
And you can't beat
IV
(J. S. Tires are guaranteed
for life, with no limitation

of mileage.
It will pay you

New State Auto Company
r

to talk to

us about tires, if you aro
looking at them from a
business standpoint

United State
WW

it

ros

'
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Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
S. Main

Street.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day, 67; Night, 14 and 203
AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

FARMERS f!0LUMN
IUom of

InU-ro-t

Mr. Pattison thinks that Curry Coun-t- y
Corn Club members will find inmust certainly Hn the federation. structions on page 14 of their 'book.

i uvy
d rs f anduirls

U the Farmer Taken from the Curry County Farm
Bureau Newt.

On the opening day

of the

Bell- -

Club Corner

view jchaol the mutter of a community fair was taken up. It was decided to hold their Community Fair
and the Boys' and Girls' Club exhibit at Bellvio'v on the 24th of
September.
Keen interest is being: shown in
this matter. Several of the leading
citizens made liberal contributions
for prizjs and general expenses of
this fair. We anticipate a treat because the people are very enthusiastic
and are going to do everything possible to in ke a creditable showing.
WHITEWASH

RECIPES

The following whitewash formulas
have been suggested:
1. Tak a half bushel of unslack-e- d
lime and slake i with boiling water, covering during the process to
keep in steam. Strain the liquid
through a fine stive or strainer, and
add to it a peck of salt previously dissolved in warm water, three pounds
of ground rice bailed to a thin paste
f
and stirred in while hot,
pound of Spanish whiting and one
pound of clean glue previously dissolved by soaking in cold water, and
then hung over's slow fire in a small
pot hung in a larger one filled with
water. Add five gallons of hot water to the mixture, stir well; let it
stand a few ?ays covered from dirt.
It should be applied hot, for which
purpose it con bs kept in a kettle or
portable furnace. Coloring matter
way be added as desired. When a less
durable wliitowash will answer, the
above may be modified by leaving out
the whiting and glup and omitting the
hailing. It need not be applied hot
ana may oe applied with a spray
jmrap.
2. Slake 25 pounds of fresh lime
in sufficient water to make a paste,
sprinkle in 15 pounds of flowers of
sulphur, add 30 gallons of water, and
boil for an hour. Then add enough
water to. make 50 gallons and apply
With a spray pump, using a Bordeaux
nozzie. mis is in some favor as a
Hislnfectant,
8. Take 20 pounds of unslaked
lime, 3 pounds of common salt and 1
pound of alum. Slake the lime with
toiling water until of the consistency
f thin cream. To increase the anti
septic properties of the wash, add 1
one-hal-

4--

Crop 'Boys and Girls
frost spoil your exhibit.
In order to play safe, select the re
quired exhibit now and cure carefully.
If later you have better grains manure you can select again for encamp- -

and 214 S. Main Street.

2

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203

Miss Jessie Bryant of th Grady
group has been confined to her bed
since the twenty fifth of August, due
to an accident while riding a horse.
She has kept her record up, however,
and is planning on attending encampment, if able.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

Misses Katy Sue and Lucy Buchanan are back in the Clovis schools.
Both club members have their work
'
for the year completed.

LANE

&

SONS GRAIN COMPANY

Implements, Coal and Grain

Have you any idea that you would
like to see worked out in your club

Our Motto:
"The Price Is The thing"

float for the pagaent?

farmer's bulletin that should be
of interest to all the home economics
girls came this week. It is a very complete treatment of home laundering.
Write to the Department of Agricul-ur- e
for Farmers' Bulletin No. 1099.

,

See us before you sell
S.

TV.

LANE, Manager

"

NOTICE

Subscribe for the News $2.00 year.

Do not let

BEAUTY SECRETS!

Tient.

--

Sorghum boys study carefully page
14 of your club book.
Bean Club members read page 7
it your record book.

r

Whercsho

gets her
good looks,
her heal,
thy skin,

her

piulc

cheeks, is
known to
because

i

every one,

it u apparent that it is

not due to cosmetics, paint and
powder. But the true womanly
beauty comes from good health,
and this good health is a woman's
secret.

one-four- th

MIS

Health comes with good physical machinery and good spirits,
an active digestion. A body frco
ffoni pains and aches comes with
a tonic known for over hfty years
The feature of prime importance as the best "temperance" tonio
in the purchase of a MONUMENT is
and nervine for woman namely,
the quality of marble or granite- -r
this should be of tho highest grade if Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
It can be obtained in any drug
the memorial is to be Hasting.
in liquid or tablet form, or
store
The quality of monuments
we
make, in this respect, will stand every send 10c to Dr. Pierce Invalids'
test known it is as high and as ex Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
cellent as we can posibly obtain.
Cleansing of the intestinal tract
This feature plus designng, perfect is important.
Take castor oil or
letterng and moderate prices should
select a vegetable pill. Such a
cause you to place the order with us.
ene is composed of May-appl- e,
A card will brl.ig full information.
leaves of aloe, root of jalup, and

PATTISON ATTENDS FARM
BUREAU CONFERENCE
Mr. Will H. Pattison, president of
the Curry County Farm Bureau, was
the only representative of New Mexico to attend the Farm Bureau Con
ference of the eleven western states,
held at Salt Lake City, August 20th
and 21st.
Mr. Pattisofi reports thnt some very
pelmade into tiny sugar-coate- d
interesting meetings were held Bnd
Co. lets, to be had at every drug Btoro
plans made for doing some very effective work in the national organi 210 W. Grand
Clovii, N. M. as Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
zation.
While away Mr. Pnttison visited
several points of interest in Colorndo
and Utah, and saw some very beauti
ful crops and country, but he still
THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS
maintains that there is no country
Ho is moro
like Curry County.
"The Farmers' Friend"
enthusiastic about the future growth
and welfare of Curry County than
ever. Mr. Pattison's experience only
We solicit your banking business.
goes to show that we will have to get
away from our immediate surroundings in order to know just how to
appreciate what we have.
The farm Bureau Federation is
growing very rapidly. It is becoming a
wonderful power for good, for the
agriculture of the United States, and

DItflN(r I --iV'AtA

208-210-21-

onstration teams at Bellview will os- iist in the program and a great day is
being planned by the committee in
charge.

J

V

e

We know we have the nicest and prettiest line
in Hie t ill ire state. When our new quarters have
been finished we will have a jewelry and optical department second to none in the entire state. You
can always find something appropriate for a gift
for iuiv occasion at our store.

Rapp Monument

OUR WORD IS OUR BOND

Denhof Jewelry Co.
JEWELERS AND OPTOMETERISTS
A. T. & S. F. WATCH INSPECTORS

I
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Cut High C

u

TMI BIO BAH

sxSPl1 LASTING

Xlk SOAP

OP

SEEtTn

( CAN YOU

t

pint of crude carbolic acid to each
bucketful.
4
To half a bucketful of unslaked
lime add two handfuls of comon salt,
and soft sonp at the rate of 1 pound
to 15 gallons of the wash. Slake slowly, stirring all the time.
This quantity makes two bucketfuls of very adhesive wash, which is not affected by
rain.
5.
Slake lime with water and add
sufficient skimmilk to bring it to the
consistency of thin cream. To each
gallon add 1 ounce of salt and 2 ozs.
of brown sugar dissolved in water.
The germacidal values of Nos. 4 and
5 may be increased by adding
pound of chloride of lime to
every 30 gallons of the wash.
I.
Slake quick lime with enough
water to make a thick paste. While
it is slaking add a pint of melted lard
or other grease and a cupful of salt
to a bushel of lime. Add enough water to bring the solution to the consistency of thin cream and strain
through
a piece
of burlnp. For
chicken house or barn where milk is
not made it is advisable to add fom
ounces of some, coal tar disinfectant
o every gallon of the mixture.
Hoard's Dairyman.

together now, for Fall Fairs!
Hollene will exhibit at the Kell-iefair September 24th. Th? dem

All

A

By Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
County Club Leader
BELLVIEW HAS FAIR ASS'ft.

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

.

PRAIRIE DOG ERADICATION
A i)? people who are being troubled
with prairie dogs should report to
.he County Agent who now has soao
poisoned grain to be dispensed to the
farmer and stockman who arc being
troubled. We arc expecting Mr. Van
Gieson of the Biological Survey to be
back in this county about the 1st of
October to finixh up the work before
the prairie dogs hybernate. So if the
farmers and stockmen are troub
led with prairie dogs, if they will co
operate and report their condition to
the County Agent, it is possible that
we may get rid of this pest before
nr.othcr your.

I

EVERY NICKEL COUNTS KOVADAYS
iMlBJ'nltahrl

YOU

.

SAV

NO AUTOIST

can see what he is driving at unless his car is equipped with the proper lights. We have just the lamps
that are. needed on your cur. A powerful tail lamp
will light the way up behind you and keep you out
of trouble. We have lenses that will train your lights
on the road and abolish the glare.
We are agents for Howe, Fisk, and Carapring
Tires The best on the market.

FISK, HOWE AND CARSPRING TIRES,
BEST ON THE MARKET

cut
It

113 W. Otero Ave.

e3ipn
p

Washing Powder1

SOFTENS HARD WATER
ATALLGROCERS
OOES-AL-

Phone 56

V
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m
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The Shop That Gives Your Dollar A Long Ride

motor urn

ON
YOtia PURCHASE

L

ITS
NAME
IMPLIES.,

riflAJ

PAVORITI
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THE CLOVIS NWSTHURDAT,

Dr W. M. Lancaster
4
4
4
4

IS

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Clovii, New Mexico
4
Office Suite 3, Barry Building 4
Telephone 422
4

PASSED

their musical numbers; and also to
Ruby Suman for her reading.
Seventh, in view of the fact that
the present law regarding the succes

sion of (rtate and county superintend
44 We, your committee, appointed to ents, operates to deprive the schools
and intelligent supervision,
draft resolutions, bug leave to submit of trained
is our opinion that these restrictit
the following:
THOMAS W. JONES
to succession should be remov- Veterinarian.
4
4
First, wc thank the people of Clovis ions as
'
amendment to the constitu
d,
by
an
200
Went
4
Otero
Street.
4
for the freedom of the city, and. for
CIovU. N. M. 4 the words
also urge that the salaries
We
tion.
4 rboac 45.
of welcome and encouragement from their spokesman, Mr. of state and county superintendents
Shipley!
We also thunk the Clovis be made equal to that of the best
Board of Education for the use of tha paid state and .county officials, re
B. Westerfield
Dr
school building and equipment.
spectively.
Physician and Simeon.
4
4
Second, we thank Superintendent
Eighth, we express ourselves a
4 Office over First Nutionul Bank 4 Bowyer for the able manner in which being
in sympathy with every move
4 Office Phone 231. Ketddeuce 209 4 he has
conducted the institute, and tending to raise the standard of teach
express our appreciation for his splen- ers in the county and state.
did
with the teachers Of
Ninth, we. favor giving the pupils
the county in all professional activit in every rural school in the1 county,
DR. C 0. WARRINER
ies. We especially thank him for his the advantages of public school music,
CHIROPRACTOR
4 offer to help in a material way in in physical culture, visual education, vo
4
113 South Main St.
i4
4 traducing visual education into the cational guidance, intelligence and
PHONB 101
4
other standard educational tests as
rural schools.
Third, thanks are due to the faculty rapidly as circumstances will allow,
of the Clovis schools for their Inform
Tenth, we, as teachers, pledge our
delightful
reception;
to the support of every effort
the
and
for
selves
al,
DR. H. E. GIBSON
and
through
shops
Fe
trip
the
enforce
Santa
the complsory school law,
to
OSTEOPATH
4
4
picnic.
Eleventh, be it finally resolved that
We appreciate the
dhwaaej,
all
both acute and 4
4 Tteati
copy of these resolutions be given
tho Santa Fe Railroad Comp
4 chronic. Office In New Tile 4 tion of according
any in
us the privilege of to eacli of the county papers and to
building
on
corner
of
north
Fire
4
4
our stale educational journal for
4 fttatfcm and fust of Ljrcei.m 4 inspecting their shops.
Fifih. we take this opportunity to publication.
4
4 theatre.
S. A. JACKSON,
express our appreciation to Mr. Bick
4 Office phone .'& Residence 3iX). 4 ley for the splendid work he has done
MRS. A. A. WATSON,
4
4 Clovis, New Meilro.
Committee,
as County Superintendent during the
past Ave years; and for his intelligent
supervision of class room work, and
in as much as he has become familiar
4
DR. L. M. BIGGS 4 with every detail of instruction, wc
Veterinary Surf cod
4 request that he again be appointed
4
4 and that he accept fne supervision of
Phone 331
4
4 the school until his present term of
CloU. New Mexico
4
After yoa eat always take
office expires.
4
Sixth, wc wish to thank the follow
ing persons who participated in the
program: Professor D. C. Ridgley of
fT51TV6tlR
WALTER W. MAYES the Illinois State Normal University,
Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloat
4 Residence, 914 N. Mum St. 4 for his able exposition of how to use
edCtuT Feeling. Stops food souring,
4 the Visual Education in all subjects,
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
CLOVIS. N. M.
4
AUb dlft'ioa ad nwrtta. Imp
?"
To Superin
4
especially Geography.
WKtaod trooc. Iocwmw Vlulil tad ftp.
EATON1CI thebwt rmtir. Ten of thoo- tendent Wagner for his words of en
ATTORNEY-AT-LAcoumgemi'iit as to the lute progress.
4
two. dy to OMit. P?IUvllygu.r.nlMd
refund mutt,
iopkuoor
and hope for the future improvement
Practices In All Courts
4
MSioiy. XouwillM.
Mexico
New
in
school
conditions
of
M.
Clovii, N.
4
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
To Dr. Frank II. H. Roberts of the
Clovit, N. M.
Normal University of New Mexico for
4 his thoughtful lectures on Vital Issues
DR. T. E. PRESLEY
4
4 Eye, Ear, Note and Throat,
which confront us, particularly nt this
4 of Roswell, N. M., will bo in Clo- - time. To Dean Carroon for his en
4 lightening illustrative lecture showing
4 vis the Oth of each month.
us a new means of classifying pupils
which promises to revolutionize th
of teaching and bring it to
work
4
trulv scientific basis. To Dr. J. D
4
dr. c. l. McClelland
Sandifer, President of Simmons Col
4
Physician and Surgeon
4
lege
of Abilene, Texas, for his expose
Cc.
Jew.
4 Office over Dcnhof
of sociul conditions, and instructions
to teachers as to means in their efforts to combat these conditions. To
4 NOTICE TO ALL
Miss Mary Eckles of the Normal
PRATORIANS
4
School of Silver City, for her helpful
4 You will please pay your dues 4 instructions to the primary teachers.
4 in the future to H. E. Carlisle, 4 To Mrs. Johnson (or her supervis4 Recorder, at CJovis National 4 ion of the singing. To Wendall Fore4 Bai..
Mae Pierce, E. E. Tagador,
man,
II. E. Carlisle, Recorder 4 E. C. Eastin, and Marion Elliott for
4
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Let's settle '
this right now!

.

44444444444444

No man ever smoked a

better cigarette than Camel!

4444444444'

4444444444444444
J.

&

4444444444444444

You'll find Camels unequalled by
any cigarette in the world at any

y

price because Camels' combine
every feature that can make a
cigarette supreme

Ml

Camels expert blend of choice

44444444444444444

Turkish and choice Domestic
tobaccos puts Camels in a class by

themselves. Their smoothners

will appeal to you, and permit
you to smoke liberally without tir-

ing your taste
Camels leave no unpleasant

44444444444444

f

;.ts

V

1

ciga-ret- ty

aftertaste nor unpleasant

cigaretty odor
You'll prefer Camels blend to either
kind of tobacco smoked straight
1

1

Comolt mrm ootd mvorywhmrw in odontiAcolly ooolod
pockotoo of 30 cifrwttoo lot 30 eotttn or ton pack-12uimrolloo) in o
wo arronf '7 rooommmno into carrvn wow
at ookw ouppu ot wnmn jrov irant
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J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
N. C.

Winaton-Salt-

FATONIC
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Goodyear Tires for Small Cars
Are Popular Because Economical

4444444444

4444444444

There is nothing but disappointment
in b lying cheaply made tires that are
announced as wonderful bargains at

44444444444444444

444444444444444

a few dollars each and then fail
after brief terms of service.
Get exceptional mileage at exceedingly low cost in Goodyear Tires, of the

FARMERS STATE BANK OF CLOVIS
We invite your business upon the most favorable terras consistent with prudent banking
pies.

30x3-- , 30x3V2- -

and 31x4-inc-

h

sizes,

materials
built of Goodyear-selecte- d
and with Goodyear skill and care.
Due to their precise manufacture in
the world's largest tire factory devoted to these sizes, theif quality is
most economically produced and

tusiness Is Good

therefore most economically

em-

ployed.

FULL LINE OF MOLINE FARM
IMPLEMENTS

If you own a Ford, Chevrolet, Dort,
Maxwell or other car taking these
sizes, go to your nearest Service
Station for Goodyear Tires; ride
farther and fare better.

All grades of Mobiloil at prices
that will sate you money.
30 x 3'A Ooodvear
er
Fabric,

Double-Cur-

e

Tread.

30 x 3' Ooodvenr Slngle-Cur- e
labrlc, Anti SkiJ Tread

Tle(

L

1 SO

BUYING AND
SELUNG ASSOCIATION

PLAINS

'l

F. B. PAYtfE, Manager

nnnnr,.

nun

MWMMAMWMMilMWMaMMWMIWMMMM
MMMaMMtMOTMMMWMrMIMtfWmiM

Goodyear Heav-- Tourlit Tube cost no more than the price
you are asked to pay for tubei of lets merit why risk coidy
caiings when uclt sure protection Is available? 4y4 t;o
30 x 3'j ike in tatrrprm f bug
.

T

4tt4

THE CLOVIS NEWS THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1920.
THE BEST GOVERNMENT

COULD SHOUT FOR

JOY, SHE. SAYS

Governor Cox inliia three terms of
state leadership in Ohio' has proved
the Democratic contention that the

HOLLENE

IS
HAPPY least government possible is the best
WOMAN
ILLINOIS
OVER HER RESTORATION
government possible,, and that such
TO HEALTH
government as is necessary must be
"I am so happy, I feel like shout- of the kind that the people wish and
ing for joy and I simply have to tell that best serve their needs.
everybody I meet what Tanlae has
done for me," said Mrs. W. Knebell, MOTOR RURAL CARRIER
EXAMINATION
of 019 Matthew St., Peoria, 111. "Just
a short time ago I was such a perfect
The United Slates Civil Service
wreck that I saw no hope of enjoyment in life," ahe continued, "and to- Commission has announced an examiday I haven't a trouble of any kind. nation for the County of Curry, New
'Even as a girl I was never strong Mexico, to be held at Clovis, New
and healthy and as time passed new Mexico, dn October 9th, 1920, to fill
troubles set in. Every bite I ate hurt the position of motor rural carrier at
me and I would have severe cramps, Texico, New Mexico, and vacancies
gas formed and presed around my that may later occur on motor rural
heart so bad I had to fight for breath. routes from post offices in the county
My kidneys caused me to huve back-acl- named.
The salary on motor routes range
until I thought it would drive me
distracted nnd if I tried to stoop over from $2,450 to $2,600 a year.
' my
back felt like it would break in
PUBLICATION NOTICE
two, and even the weight of my
to
I
had
huve
clothes hurt me so much
In the Probate Court of Curry Coun
them made so their weight was nil on ty, New
Mexico.
my shoulders. When I tried to sweep
In the matter of the estate of
1
the floor or cnok a menl became so
Tames V. or J. V. Landis, deceased.
weak and dizzy I had to lie down,
Notice is hereby given that lettei's
and my nerves were so shuttered I
of
administration upon the estate of
could hardly sleep al night. This wag
James V. or J, V. Landis, deceased,
yuars
twenty
long
my condition for
were issued and granted to R. M.
not one day, hut every day, nnd I Landis of Clovis, N. M., on the 3rd
cnuld never get any pleasure out of
day of September, 1920, under and
'
life.
pursuant to an order made and enter"When you go this way yenr in nnd
ed by the Probate Judge of Curry
year out and then find a medicine
County, N. M.
like Tanlac it just seems too good to
All persons hnving claims against
be true. My appetite is now splendid
said estate are hereby notified, and
and I eat heartily three times a day
required to present same together
without a bit of trouble afterwards.
with the necessary vouchers, to the
My kidneys never bother me any
undersigned administrator of said esmore und the pain in my back has distate within one year from the date of
dizappeared entirely. I never have
this notice or said claims ill be forzy spells now and my nerves are so
ever barred and precluded from any
night
long like a
steady I sleep all
benefit of said estate.
chold. I am so strong that I do all my
Dated at Clovis this 3rd day of
housework and never get tired, and I
September, 1920.
8m so happy over my splendid health
R. M. LANDIS,
that I can hardly contain myself and
tc
Administrator.
I will never beable to praise Tanlac
enough."
COX IS FOR WOMEN
Tanlac is sold In Clovis by City
Drug Co., in Texica by Red Cross
"Woman's sense of humanitarian
rhnrmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin in government, their helpfulness in
(Advertisement)
ploblcms which require public judg& Tool.
ment and their unquestioned
THAT BAD BACK
spirit entitle them to a voice
Do you have a dull, steady ache in in the
now at hand.
the small of the bock sharp, stab- James M. Cox.
bing twinges when stooping or lifting
Prominent Mexicans in Washington
distressing urinary disorders? For
bad back and weakened kidneys Clo assert that as soon a a bandit in that
vis residents recommend Doan's Kid- country learns to prefer American
ney Pills. Ask your neighbor. Read breakfast foods to chilli he quita being a bandit and asks for a farm.
this Clovis statement.
Mrs. O. L Love, 205 S. Wallace Early morning cereals now arc being
St., says: "A few years ago I had shipped in carloads over the border.
an attack of kidney complaint and
News Classified ads get results.
for a whole winter my back was so
lame and weak, I could hardly get
about. I hope I never get to feeling
4
like that again. I often got so dizzy
I nearly fell over and my kidneys
were in a bad way, too, being weak
and inactive. Specks floated before
my eyes and blurred my sight I
bought Doan's Kidney Pills from the
Southwestern Drug Co., and three
boxes cured me of the trouble. Anyone suffering from disordered kidneys should try Doan's Kidney Pills
for they are a great medicine."
60c at all dealers.
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo N. Y.
10

Texas. "Jesse is much more jovial
since his wife's return. A poorly fed
p un is never ai his best, and Jesse
doesn't pretend to be a cook.
Bryan Vaughn has sold his touring
car and bought a roadster. Wo can
tee no good reason for this exchange
unless Bryan believes that 'wh.ru
two if company three is a crowd."
Mr. J. A. Conway has moved into
the community, be is getting ready
ro take charge of the tchool here. Our
school will be late 'n parting but bids
fair to be a good one when once underway.
IDLER.
.

ITEMS

(Delayed from last week.)
We are still having plenty of rain.
Roads are in poor condition for hauling grain.
Our school house is moving along
nicely now. However the road arc
delaying the contractor in getting out
material.
The meeting is in progress now.
The evangelist has not arrived, but
Bro. Scott Is doing
some stirring
preaching.
Mr. Vaughn recently bought a half
section of land from E. D. Evans.
This land joins the tract on which Mr.
Vaughn intends to build. '
Mrs. Jesse Black returned recently
from an extended visit to points in

9-- 1
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CO.. Toledo. O.
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Grocery Company

JOHNSON BROS.
Night Phone 235
Day Phone 211

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

(

144

inwl ft.

fa Chttkm-hr-J

Leach & Coalter Wholesale

Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
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FABRIC TIRE PRICE
Compare thestprices:
J
fAdjustment

Basis:

Silvertown Cords, 8ooo Miles
t Fabric Tires, booo 3files

I9IO

SIZE
30 x 3
3QX3H

33.85

32 4

48.65

344
355

65.35
82.75

(9M(sJj2 .

1

urn?

Sold and Recommended

by

CLOVIS FILLING STATION
CLOVIS AUTO COMPANY

S

TODAY

"15.4S

Best in the Long Hun
Skarda Auto. Truck and
Tractor Co.

rl

Wi

tt

enat

FREE USE OF CHAPEL

Confectionery

Waterloo Boy Tractors

m3

xtra milk at ono cent per pound

MURRAY'S

Traffic Trucks

?

v
M as auay atinmwn aall il. twarltM tk
li iuWi ia mm mmidt in M itlid milk
ktktaa
al Ai'akay4aMs
aukMe raiSat Ikaat in dg)liMf
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to .ndar.

Dodg e Brothers Cars
Chevrolet Cars

iy
fin'Jl
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RESPECTFUL

thtw. hot, dualf afteroooiu..

S4aafbt.r Murr.f, Propri.tor.

2

1 J

1

Any milk cow should be fed
while on pasture
in great Oirierwiaa
ta balance the irreulariii
ovenwirlt her fviiem and wane led in
aht
digcatiiig CftrbohyJtatea iht un't (ie for milk.

g
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itomcK lr?er thn ihocow htrswtr
milker were
Rivt hit inanmum iroiot
on great, when ita protein turn low, Il it Karri (of
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Let's Go To

Transfer and
Service Car

at office of T

cular free.

OnUGGISIS EVERYWHERE

IFOR 12 YEARS! tj

Boy !
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If its news The News wants

tula
llh Hlua Rlbtaa.
N.. r VAn
A.f'
ll:.rrR
Ilreaalrt. IIKANU FII.LH.
rut Ift
J9 year known u Btftt, Bitot, Alwayi KelUl
Mr
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See me or leave date
Your sales appreciated.
namey
wuwnaon or union mongago company.
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Say

Fostcr-Milbur-

A

I'lllt

bo.et, Mtlad
al
T.ka

I have been a stock raiser and buyer all my life and know the
value of stock and farm implements and have never failed to tell
a tract of land when put up at a fair tale.

tha dlanacd portion
lb aar. Thora la
only ona way to curt catarrhal .ratnraa.
and that la by
ri'iucdy.
oonatllutlonal
Catarrhal Dtafneat la cauard by an
condition of the mucoua Itnlnit of
the Kuitachlan Tuba. When tnla lube la
loHamrd you hava a rumbllnf aound ur
hearing, and when It la rnllnlv
cloai-iiDrafm-ala the reault.
rnlaa the
ImlnniiraUon can be reduced and thla tube
to Ita normal condition, hearing
rered
wl.i be d'jtroyrd forever.
Jlany cnaea of
by catarrh, which la
deafni'ia are rauii-an tnffame'1 condition of 'the mucmia
Hall'a Catarrh Medicine octa thru
the blood on the mucoua
of Iho
l) item
We will nlve One Hundred
Dnllara for
any caee of Cntnrrhnl beafmia lhat cannot

PILLS
CHICHESTEft SBRAND,
Aak

il

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, ai thay cannot raach
o(

u'

lnaalt fori
fair
t.ilt
jiiAwsnd llraad
rhl.cliM.lcraHd
mcumA
la Kta

V, Tate, Auctioneer

I9.I(T"
23.20
36.80
53.15

65.35
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BELLV1EW SCHOOL NOTES

The New Triplex Spring Overland

'The "dedication" of the

building was held Monday, Sept. 6th.
The opening exercises were conduct
ed by Mr. Harper, pastor of the Bap
tist church.. The dedicatory address
was given by Mr. Frazer, also a Baptist minister. Misaddress was' highly
enjoyedby all present. The ladies of
the community brought baskets filled
with juicy fried chicken, cukes and
all the things that make you enjoy a
good dinner.
Mr. Peterson and Mr. Elliot of Clo- vis arrived just in time to see the
chicken disappearing.
Monday afternoon speeches were
made by Mr. Elliot and Mr. Petersan.
Both speches were enjoyed very
much.
The local fair of Bellview will be
held September 24th. This fair is to
be a raal community affair. All patrons are urged to bring their best
stock, garden produce, etc. Thirty-fiv- e
dollars has been raised to go as
prizes, etc.
There will be speeches, games, etc.
And don't forget there will be a BIG
dinner too, and you know what that
,
means.
The Bellview High School began
Tuesday, September 26th. The en
rollment on the first day was 113
pupils and more are entering every
day. The faculty lineup is as follows:
Mx. F. R. McKinley, superintendent
of schools; Miss Minna Wingo, principal of the High School ; Miss Thelma
Horn, Miss Elsie Gallagher, and Miss
Rulh Haley.
The boys and girls of the basket
ball team have ordered new balls and
they hope to be practicing In earnest
in a few days. The boys have the
court grounds cleaned and are now
fixing up the goals.
Bellview is
is scheduled to play a game with
e
on October 2nd.
A club meeting was held in the auditorium Friday afternoon.
All the
club members were present togother
wiih their leaders, Dock Miller and
Mrs. A. E. Rose. Mrs. Ira Miller,
chairman of the committee on citi- -

Keeping Up Its Reputation for Keeping Down

The

Up-Kee-

p!

4
Tim liiii'tiitii? t iiitut itii li,Anr !u fl n
tfiAiiul t 4lw tmii it ill
down when more oil comes up. Hut that will bo only a respite, not a cure.
The fact is, the time has arrive tu increase the radius of motor mileage
independent of the gas tank. The Overland designers readied that conclusion
four years a no. That was not difficult. Hut the solution was. We will tell you
.

Anyone with a smattering of mechanical knowledge knows that to reduce
the weight of a car is to reduce the cost of maintenance.
Hut, ordinarily, to reduce the weight of a car is to sacrifice the comfort of
riding in it; and comfort weighs just as much as economy on a motor ride.
The problem was to combine
economy with heavyweight comlight-weig-

new school

ht

fort.
K.xpert engineering knowledge said it couldn't be done.

That was the tradition that

a generation of automobile designers had
set up.
And that is the tradition that the Overland designers have upset.
After four years of unrelenting effort, involving millions of dollars in experimentation, and millions niore in readjusting the Ihouandfold activities
of the Overland plants to the fundamental change in Overland plans, the most
perplexing of automobile problems is solved.
steels, and suspended securely on the
Fleet as a cruiser in her light-allonew Triplex Spring
The Overland is literally a revelation in comfort and a revolution in economy!
You don't know what either comfort or economy is in a
car,
till you have ridden in the new suspension Triplex Spring Overland.
For this is the first time in the'history of motoring that economy and
comfort have taken the road together.
.
The Overlaid Sedan has an average of .2.") miles in Dl cities. That is the
reason and this is the season for an Overland Sedan.

RESERVED SEATS
FOR THE

OPENING
OF THE

NEW LYCEUM

THEATRE

,

NOW ON SALE
MAKE YOU RRESERVATIONS BY CALL-

PHONE 80.

ING THE LYCEUM
A WONDERFUL

HAS BEEN

PROGRAM

SPECIALLY ARRANGED FOR THE OPENING.

Mr. Hightower and family called
zen's exhibits for the fair, was present. The meeting was conducted by at the Johnson home Sunday after
.Miss Wingo.

Every boy and girl will
be up with their exhibits and records
by the fair.
Beulah Stafford was s visitor last
Friday.

noon.

Hoi-len-

POINT ENTERPRISE

Severitl of our young people attended Sunday school at Fairfield
Sunday afternoon.

Mrs. J. A. Perkins who has been
visiting in the Struble home for the
past few weeks left this week for her
home in Mountainair.
Miss Mayme and Messrs. Fred and
Ed Houston called at the Wilson
home Sunday evening.
Mr. T. G. Welsh and family visited
at the Mvador home Sunday.
Mrs. Dorris and children visited at
the-E. McGregor home Sunday.

Eventually
Blnckmore-Zerwe-

r

Why Not Now?
Co.
Insurance.

y

light-weig-

uaMiAtfitM

PECDAL

ht

AT.

.

STALLINGS GROCERY

C. V. KELLEY

GOOD TILL OCTOBER 1st
Phone 33

Office at New State Auto Co.

V

J. Z. Isler purchased a new disc at day morning.
A. A. Dethrage,
Clovis and a new Superior 'wheat
drill of Stanfield's of Grady the first Wilkinson made a

4

V

CAMERON NEWS

ft
J. A. Leach moved from the house
on J. Z. Isler's place to the Tom Grey
house and Berchel Baker moved from
the Tom Grey house to the one Mr.
Leach vacated the first of the week.

of this week.
Several machines are still threshing
in this neighborhood.
Some of the farmers have begun
cutting their maize crops.
Rev. A. W. Cameron filled his regular appointment at New Hope Sun- -

UtSTLIfl

QflTGD

Saturday Night, Sept. 18th
AT ELKS AUDITORIUM
CLOVIS, N. M.

WALTER GOLDSMITH
MIDDLEWEIGHT

CHAMPION OF NORTH DAKOTA
VS.

CLARENCE DANIELSON
MIDDLEWEIGHT CHAMPION OF NEW MEXICO
THESE MEN WILL CLASH IN A FINISH MATCH TWO BEST
OUT OF THREE FALLS TO A REFEREE'S DECISION TO DECIDE THE
WINNER OVER A DRAW MATCH ON AUGUST 4th, WHICH ENDED
IN A DISAGREEMENT AFTER EACH HAD GAINED A FALL. BOTH
MEN KNOW THE GAME AND WEIGH THE SAME. THIS WILL BE
BOTH MEN HAVE SIGNED CONTRACT FOR
A TOUGH STRUGGLE.
THfc REFEREE TO DECIDE UPON.

PRELIMINARIES

Giias. Dyer and Edgar Chase

Z. Isler and Carl
trip-t- o
Hope, N. M.,

lust week. They report as having
seen nothing that looked as good as
Curry county. They found abundance of level land open for filing but
the water question is a serious proposition there as it seldom rains there.
Elle Isler and her sister, Lydia
Baird visited Josie Crecelius Friday.
Winnie Dethrage invited her Sunday school class home with her from
Sunday school at "New Hope Sunday.
Not all of her class was present at
Sunday school but those who were and
several others were her guests. Those
present at her home were: Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Johnston and three children, Mr. and Mrs. Clevelnnd Johnston and two children, Mr. and Mrs.
Will Johnston and two children, Mrs.
M. A. Johnston, Mr. and Mrs. J. Z.
Isler, Lydia Baird, Paul, Thil and
Floyd Mote, Lee and James Miller,
Earl Boney, Leo Lnbban, the Msses
Lillian, Mabel and Erma Gondson,
Misses Beulah Montgomery, Lula
Lobban, Sue Hammons, and Miss
Burnham and the Misses Harrison and
Knmrad from Grady.' All expressed
having enjoyed themselves.
MEXICAN WOMEN FIGHT
IN WEST END HOUSE
The placid water of Mexican town
were disturbed and the strong arm of
the law was called last Monday afternoon when Benora Sabelle and
Cabol, are said to have engaged
g
contest in a rooming
in a
house on West Otero Street.
The contest might ha" o ended
peacefully, but (the sonora was charged with having brought a butcher-knif-e
into play and inflicted a slight
wound on the scalp of the senorita.
"Five dollars, and costs," said
Judge Noble.
Sen-ori-

ta

hair-pulin-

E

Ladies and Children

1

Juanita Flour, 241b sack
Gold Crown Flour, every sack guaranteed,
Best Meal, 251b for
Gallon Apricots
Gallon Peaches
Gallon Blackberries
Gallon Luxury Catsup
Gallon Honey
U Gallon1 Honey
8rb Compound, White Ribbon
41b Compound, White Ribbon
81b Cottolene
41b Cottolene
,
61b Crisco
31b Crisco
81b Jewell
41b Jewell

,

.

Compound
Compound
No. 2 Standard Corn, per dozen
No. 2 Extra Corn, per dozen No. 2 Fancy Corn, A-per dozen
No. 2 StandardftTomatoes, per dozen
No. 3 Standard" Tomatoes, per dozen
Bob White Soap, by case
Bob White Soap, bar
Clean Easy Soap, case
Clean Easy Soap, bar
.
Joy Soap, case
, Joy Soap, bar
White Eagle Soap, case
,
White Eagle Soap, bar
Tall Milk, iper dozen
Tall Milk, per can
Baby Milk, per dozen
Baby Milk, per can l,

rl

--

$1.00
$4.50
$3.75
$3,75
$1.90
481b, $3.50
$1.45
.90
$1.00
$1.25
.90
$2.80
$1.45
$1.85
$1.00
$2.00
$1.10
$1.90
$1.00
$1.85
$1.00
$2.00
$2.25
$2.50

$180
$2.10
$5.75
06
$5.75
.06
$5.75
.06
$5.00
05
$1.80
- .15
80
- .07

,

For Washing lacs curtains use
WILL ALSO GO TO A FINISH, TWO BEST OUT OF THREE FALLS
WASHING POWDER. Do
TO AN REFEREE'S DECISION. ALSO OTHER PRELIMINARIES.
FIRST PRELIMINARY JTARTS AT 8:00 P. M.
not rub but simply diitolv a small
amount uni wbiiU
curtains
50c through the water. Notthe results.

Admission $1.00

Spuds, 18 pounds for
Spuds, by the sack
Red Star Flour, 481b sack
Juanita Flour, 481b sack

J.

STALLINGS GROCERY COMPANY, Inc.
FIRST CLASS MARKET IN CONNECTION
Phone 22
First Door South of Postoffice
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"Extremely Smart" Describes the New

See Our Display at the Fashion Show at the
Lyceum Theatre the 21st and 22nd

;

Fall Suits

After the Style Show visit our store and see the wonderful displays for your

To mention tlio smart linos of these tailored modes, is merely
to hint at their full beauty. They just scorn to fit into the pictured
days of Autumn and like falling leaves, many of them come in
brown tones. Here is one of serge, there another of trieotine, and
duvetyn repents itself in many of the models. No need to attempt
to describe thorn all one could not do justice to their originality
and the many charming ways in which rich embroidery and fur
trimming have been brought into play.

lection.
which accompanies n

week, and every occasion of the coming niont lis is vividly visualized in these selections

The styles with their "so different lines and spirit are as exhilarating
as the Autumn days on which they propose to be worn. This is jui occasion worthy of
"fashion
an occasion that suggests early selection for it promises style
of new modes.

sight-seein-

They arc interesting to see, but you will long for the moment
when you can afford to wrap yourself in one of these modes. Being
made of soft fabrics, they drape remarkably well. Large collars
seem to be the rule, and in very many instances they are of fur. The
designers not only have originated new style lines, but have evolved many new ways of using embroidery to lend smartness and
distinction to the most important garment which a woman is to
wear this fall.

Fabrics that Challenge Scissors, Needles and

Nimble Fingers
This showing predicts a lively sewing season, for here arc materials that have anticipated everything which women want to make. Beautiful satin meteors, taffetas
and crepe de Chines in plain shades and flowered patterns, suggest one silk frock,
blouse or skirt after another. Woolcm; of rich colorings and durable textures are here
for that modish suit, frock or wrap. Home seamstresses will find this an occasion
that will help them plan their sewing program.

Dashing Autumn Frocks for Every Hour
of the Day

Accessories of Dress

There are frocks of wool and frocks of silk. Chemise frocks
and frocks that take no coat lines. Frocks with floating panels,
others, with tunics and surplice bodices almost no end to the
style variation, fabrics and modes of trimming. They are refreshing to see. They show the cleverness and originality of
fashion designers. And how refreshing one will appear when
clothed in their charming lines.

for Autumn
It

may be depended upon that

no sniall detail is overlooked by
the well groomed woman. Our

collection of smart neckwear
tailored and elaborate is typical
of the completeness and
of other
dress accessories, as,
for instance, handkerchiefs, hosiery, veil-- ,
ing, perfumes, ribbons, novelty jewelry,
and an extensive lino

Smart Separate Skirts belong in
Every Wardrobe
In this day every woman simply must have several separate
Skirts for wear with sweaters, sport coats and blouses of all sorts.
There are handsome checked, plaid and striped models abundantly
knife plaited in a surprising variety of ways. You will find them
just the thing for Autumn's "bright blue weather." Then for the
costume blouse are lovely silken models of great beauty as well as
practicability. An Autumn wardrobe is incomplete without its
full quota of smart Skirts.

The genuine sweater days arc
here likewise the sweaters. One.
glimpse of the. new models will bo
enough for any woman to decide
wisely that she needs one or perhaps more for Autumn wear. Tuxedo, surplice and slipover styles
continue in popularity, while new
blouse, styles with fashionably
braided girdles and odd weaves are
among the latest arrivals. Navy,
blue and black arc smart shades
while for those preferring more
decorative hues are the gayer and
more colorful ones in silk, wool and
chiffon wool.

g"

assurance and marked individuality.

Are Welcome

Autumn

of gloves.

n

Corsets to Groom the
Figure for the New
Modes
It

thing to be beautiful
and another thing to look the part.
A woman's natural charm
is one

gracefulness can only be expressed
through her apparel, when she
has clothed her figure with a corset tflat will accentuate the stylo
lines of the garment. Our corset-iere- s
announce the new models for
Fall. Every type of figure can bo
scientifically corseted here. There
is a very wide selection of models,
exquisitely fashioned of coutil,
broche and batiste.

jpj

"It it's New We Have It ft
.

W.

I.

thrill of enthusiasm
joyous fashion season. Kvery period of the day, every dnyof the

One cannot see these Autiunu displays without feeling the

With Such Distinctive Wraps Chilly Days

New Sweaters for the
Outdoor Days of

se-

Luikart & Company

A

,
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D. W.

Announcing
TERM OF THE

FALL

NEW

MEXICO

CONSERVATORY

John Tatum and family returned
last week from a visit to points in
Missouri and Texas.

OF

MUSIC
Term begins Monday, September 20th. Old
and now nu'pils
who intend to take the Winter Course' are
to enroll
asked
the week of September 13th to 18th. Arranments a e b in'
J
enrollmeRfc For information cull at
MSC rSdite
Musin Croft Director.
P5.on?
Mu8in Croft will teach only
a limited number of
pupils during the Fall Term. Advance in tuition

Fft

Jones was a Portalcs visitor

Tuesday.

C

"-V-

Your Children's

J. J. Curson recently entered tl'e
real cutati business and has rented
office rooms over the Farmers State

Portraits

Dunk.

Vfi-SJft-

A Fashion Revue
AmoHca'a great
est lenor a Harold Lloyd Comedy
nnd the
showing of
Charlie Ray's latest production. "45
I. L. Rowden, of Dullas, Texas, was Minutes From Broadway"
at the
a Clovis visitor lust week. Mr. Row- opening of the New Lyceum, Tuesday
den is looking over Curry county with and Wednesday, September
21st and
the view of buying some wheat land 22nd. Get your
reserved scats now
in the near future.
by callingthe Lyceum Phone 80.

LOCAL MENTION

.r

E. T.

Jenningi and

THE FLEETING CHARM

j

OP

i

work for Bert Curloss as a fnlnter
and paper hnnper. Mr. Caveny is a
brother to W. J. Caveny who lives
northwest of town.

I

IS

Croft's Society Orchestra gave their
initial performance at the reception
of the Progress Club at the Kuyken- dul home on Tuesday afternoon.

j

."""

.'

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TODAY WITH

New York and Pennsylvania.
They
visited for a few hours with Miss
Ruth Cook of Clovis, who is attending Gregg School in Chicago.

'
'

"T.

K

TOGRAPH.

T. A. Rought and family returned
Wednesday from points in Michigan,

f

R. W. Caveny of Wichitn, Kansas,
recently moved to flovis nnd will

'

A

CAUGHT BY THE LENS
AND HELD IN THE PHO-

C. S. Erickson

J. D. Fleming recently purchnned
recently located in Gov is. They are
in the train service for the Santa Fe. the Butcher farm three miles eaiit
of Clovis and plans to move there
Mist Nell Hayes has accented a next week. Untie John says be can
position with the Robinson Abstract not resist the call of the farm.
Company.
Mrs. D. N. Croft returned
this
C. E. Dennis and ion, Howard,
week after visiting for several weeks
. made an automobile trip to Moun with relatives and
friends in Chicae-talnair the first of the week.
and Altoona, Pa., and other eastern
points.
W. A. Havener, district attorney,
and R. E. Rswells, assistant distrr.t
attorney, have been attending district
court at Portales this week.

CHILDHOOD,

,i

'

'

'

.

Mrs. Andy Monro cntertainH lit
one o'clock luncheon rriiliiy in honor
of Mrs. F. J. Evunx. Covers weri
laid for Mrs. F. J. Evans, Mrs. E. A.
Story, Mrs. R. M. Firhcp, Mrs. Kail
Cassel, Mrs. E. W. P crips n, Mrs. o.
Howard, Mrs. G. II. Watson, Mrs
John Luikart, Mrs. H li. Collins and
Mrs. Harve Campbell.

The Cramer Mill & Elevators Co.
hns received the carload of Kunred
wheat that will be distributee! unions,
the farmers of Curry County,

.jrfL

j

J

c. e. McDonald

G. E. McDonuld, Btate manager of $50,000 of the $100,000 bond issue
the Woodmen of the World, is in Hold to build the school building in
A Fashion Revue
America's greatest Tenor a Harold Lloyd Comedy Clovig vbiiing District Manager J. Clovis.
in
The trtr.l membership
C Hupp. In the big drive for memshowing of
and the
Clovis
has
brought
been
up
to
300.
bership which begun

Charlie Ray's latest production. "45
Minutes From Broadway" at the
opening of the New Lyceum, Tuesday
and Wednesday, September 21st and
22nd. ' Get your reserved seats now
by calling the Lyceum Phone RO.

Friday noo:i,
42 applications "nd been received up;
to noon Wednesday,
and $72,000
worth of insurance had been written.
should be remembered that the
Woodmen of the Wcrld purchased

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP

"''

big 'ln8s will be introduced into
the order the first Wednesday in
October, nt which time the Head Con-I- t
sul, Hon. R. N. Mjller of Hugerman,
will be present.
(Adv.)

"The Photoyraphrr in Your

119

Town,''

East Monroe Avenue

Phone 145

us

SmSI

1

I

'

4
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Speed test tires. For a good many
. C. W. Hnrrison was in Midlund,
Texas, this week on business.
years manufacturers have been urg
ing you to accept the verdict of the
Miss T.helmn Hough has accepted a
speedway in selecting your tires. To
position with the Croft Music Co., as day that verdict can lead you
only to
pianist.
Oldfields, the only tire that ever won
the
international
sweepYou can reserve seats for the openstakes without a change. We have
ing of the New Lyceum, Tuesday and
Oldfields, plenty of them in stock.
Wednesday, Sept. 21st and 22nd by
F. Taylor Tire and Battery ComJno.
calling the Lyceum box office. Phone
pany.
500-mi-

x

No. 80.

js?S - PliliilHiiifil
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S
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QUICK AND ECDNDMICAL TRAN SpD flTATI

,

Nash Trucks are strongly built with unusually powerful mbtors' and extra heavy Crankshafts. They
are built for satisfactory, enduring and economical
Truck service.
ash Trucks are equipped with electric lights and
starters. The electric lights enable them to perform
satisfactorily at night as well as by day and the
starter saves fuel. '
Nash' Trucks sell for about $500.00 less than the
average truck on the market today, in it's class.
Miller-Nas- h

Motor Co.

Hobart Miller
S

N

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS,
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New shipments of Oldfield tires are
NOTICE OF SUIT
arriving ench week. They are the best
In the District Court of Curry
by test. Jno. F.' Taylor Tire and BatCounty, New Mexico.
tery Co.
Clyn Smith, plaintiff,' vs. A. C.
Ship your live stock to
Pa pppe, Maggie Pappe arid Sobrino
No. 1647.
Commission Co., Kansas City, Black, defendants.
Mo. Day and night service. Twenty
The State of New Mexico to the
years experience.
Market letter above defendants, greeting:
You are hereby notified that a suit
free.
has been filed ngninst you in the Dis-- 1
NEW LYCEUM GRAND OPENING
Mexico, by the plaintiff herein in
TueiJay and Wednesday, September
21 it and 22nd

The finisliing touches of what is
probubly the most modern and finest
theatre beiwten Denver and the Gulf,
between Dullus and the Coast have
been 'completed and everything is in
readiness for the reception cf the
public and Clovis people may well be
proud of the Lyceum for there is
every modiru convenience for tho
cgmfort of the patrons. The appointments are of the very latest and the
decorations are beautiful. The program for the opening mghte, Tuesday and Wednesday, has been arranged with the greatest care. George
greatest
Genkc, one of Americas
tenors has been engaged for the op
ening programs. Miss Edith Guli- gr.n of tin A. T. Lewis Dry Goods
Conijtany has been working for the
past week with Clovis merchants for
the presentation of Clovis' first Fash
ion Revue. The' stores have made spec-- i
ial arrangements for a wonderful ar- ray of gowns and milady can feast her
eyes on the latest fall creations. There
will be some genuine Paris gowns
displcyci at the Fashion Revue. The.
picture progrorn .consists of a prere
lease showing of Charlie Ray's own
new picture. "45 Minutes from Broad- -'
way.'' From all the excellent come
dies available, Harold Lloyd's new
est production was selected as the one
most apt to please everybody.
Clovis may well be proud of the
effort of Hardwick Brothers to give
Clovis the best show in the whole
country and they are entitled to the
unlimited support af every Clovia citi- sefn.

cause dumber 1647 on the civil docket of said court.
You are also notified that the general objects of said suit are to foreclose a certain real estate mortgage
held by the plaintiff against you for
the principal sum of 500.00, inter-- ,
est and attorney's fee UDon the NEi
of section 26, in Township 5 north of
Knge31 East. N. M. P. M.. Currv
County. New Mexico, and to have said
land sold to satisfy same and for all
proper relief; and that unless sou
answer and plead in said cause on or
before the 29th tinv of October. 1920.
judgment will be rendered against you
oy derouit; that the name of the
plaintiff's attorney is A. W. Hocken-hul- l,
whose business address is at
Clovis, New Mexico.
Witnes my hand and the seal of
snid Court nt Clovis. New Mexico.
this 2nd day of Septenibtr, 1920.
W. C. ZERwER.
(SEAL)
County Clerk

t.i..i.i..4.t.lj.t..X.M.l.J.J.J..XJ.J.J..

T. J. WHITE

Come in and see Hie complete line of drv (roods
and groceries that we are offering at honest prices.

I
j

I

We are here to serve you and we are anxious to
get acquaint ;d with you.

t

too.

We carry a complete line of hats and gloveSj
Come in and look them over.

T.J.WHITE
"THE

ONE-PRIC-

E

STORE

r

205 West

Grand Avenue

...

V.

.....

--

.
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store and have given universal satisfaction. We are sorry to lose them.
Mrs. Leeper has launched out in
the millinery business. Ladies needing new hats will do well to see her
stock.
School started Tuesday morning
with a good enrollment.
Patrons
with these young
should all
Indies to mnkc the school a success.
The stockholders of the Farmers'
held a very enthusiastic
meeting Saturday night. Quite a lot
of busincs was disposed of and new
officers elected.
A. J. Osborne was out Friday morning to sec about getting his wheat
threshed.
This dry, warm weather is what we
need to ripen the grain. Foster predicts frost soon. We hope he is as
big a liar us most other prophets nowadays, or at least very badly mis
taken.
Last week we unloaded a carload of CASH
and
Mr. Ralston of Clovis was through
TRACTORS, and now we have but one tractor left. However we
these parts Wednesday on his way to
have another car load on the way, and will be able to take care
a farm he bought near Tolar.
of your orders promptly. Come in and see us.
F. B. Payne, A. L. Dickey and C.
The old reliable Case will help you put in that big wheat
J. Quante were Clovis men at the
acreage this fall. Time means much when conditions are like
farmers meeting Saturday night.
they are at present. Do not overlook th eopportunity to let the
J. F. Smith' was thrown from a
horse and sustained a severe fracture
Case help you. We are always glad to point out the benefits to be
of an arm. 11m . getting along nicely.
derived from a Case Tractor
.
D. V. Winn, Frank Hurley, J. W.
Elliott, J. A. Willis, A. Hankhouse,
W. J. Ross, and B. H. Armstrong arc
sowing or preparing to sow wheat
Others are contemplating
sowing,
which fact makes Havener a part of
the wheat area of Curry County.
Curry County is rapidly developing
into a corn country. More corn means
more hogs a good old fashioned
combination which can't be beaten.
The coyote pest will have to be
dealt with some of these days, or we
shall be compelled ti go out of the
poultry business. Preachers have
nothing on a coyote when it comes to
chicken.
Vic BaiTis and Ben Christian have
Office in Rear of Smith & Hyatt's Store
purchased a cane mill and are going
to manufacture home-mad- e
molasses
this fall.
Mr. Elliott is hnjling his wheat to
Clovis this week.
ed. It seems there is more money in
Different grain buyers have been idea of putting in an elevator here,
We understand the S. L. Willis
buying and selling land than there is to Havener tho past week of two It senis almost certain somebody will
farm sold again at quite an advance
looking over the sitdntion with the build one here this full
in price over what Mr. Willis receiv- - in raising crops.

fa

ALL OF THE LATEST

FALL FASHIONS
MAY BE SEEN AT THE

FASHION
REVUE
A PART OF THE OPENING PROGRAM

oows
aed Tractors
PLOWS

NEW LYCEUM

THEATRE
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

SEPTEMBER 21st and 22nd
GET YOUR RESERVED SEATS NOW BY
CALLING THE LYCEUM PHONE 80.

Thursday.
the
He has
Stahl farm and has moved his family
to Clovis. His occupation will be in
the trucking business as he has
large truck.
Many from Claud attended preaching in Clovis Sunday evening.
Wm. Krietzberg has gone to Iowa
to visit his aged mother. After that
he will go to Florida for the winter.
He spent hist winter in Florida and
r
his health improved greutly, but
being back here a month it was
decided he had better return to Flori-d- n
again.
Rev. Belcher held church services
ut Claud last Sunday.
Rev. Fager will hold a sale in the
near future, at which lunch will be
served by ladies of the Outlook Club.
A good lunch will be furnished at a
reasonable price and the proceeds
will go to the library fund. Everyone
come and share in the "eats,"
Bub-rent-

CLAUD NOTES

Mr. and Mrs. Dave Todd and family of EIReno, Oklahoma, have been
visiting Mr. Todd' sister, Mm. C. H.
Westfall, and other relatives here.
A large crowd attended the singing
at John Westfall's Sunday afternoon.
Claud school started Monday.
The Outlook Club met with Mrs.
John Westfull, Wednesduy afternoon,
'
the 15th.
Mrs. George Palni&teer hus been on
the sick list
Mrs. Willis Wcstfall has returned
from a visit with her parents in Ama-rill-

o.

On Fridny, September 3rd, Mrs.
Chester Marks entertained a number
of ladies at an afternoon party. Ice
cream and cake were served.
Misses Helen Falmatccr and Nellie
Mott aro attending Clovis High
School.
A crowd of Claud young people at- '
tended the Ranchvale Sunday school
last Sunday.
W. E. Mott recently sold his Claud
tore to 15. M. Pipkin. The Mott
family will move to Clovis.
Claud Dodson will ship cuttle to
Kansas City this week.
Mr. Kiefer attended the church at
Claud Sunday.
Walter Smith held a sale lust

D. F. SHINN
Local Representative

of-to-

HAVENER ITEMS

0. L. McCormick's brrthr from
Texas is here visiting .him and his
father, J. A. McCormick.
0. C. Tcfertiller returned from
Cane Hill, Mo., Tuesday. He will have
a sale and go back there to live with
his father. Mr. Tefertiller and wife
have been managing the Havener

Up!

Brig

BLANKETS
New
Gray
Ones

$5.95 g$&95

important items in the hom e is
the Electric Fixtures.
The best light you can get is not good enough.
"We have in our stock the most popular and
line of fixtures in the Southwest.
These fixtures are for your approval and we
will be glad to show you our entire stock.
One of the most

Each

up-to-da-

Post
Paid

Do not confuse these with "reclaimed" or "renovated" blankets. Every
blanket offered here is NEW and is so warranted. For sanitary reasons if
for no others buy NEW blankets.

Nunn Electric Company

Everyone new and guaranteed all
U. S. Olive Drab or Khaki Blankets
wool; warranted never used. The very best quality for home or camp.
$0.85 each, paxtpaid.
V. 3. C m I. Blanket Pio. 695 New woolen blanket warranted never
used. Orders filled from original bales bearing U. S. Army Quartermaster
xtamp. Heavy grey blanket meal quality lor home use $5.95 each
postpaid.
New Men Kit

alls combined)

OF CLOVIS

of heavy denim; not

Frying pan and plate of aluminum; a hole in them, $2.25 suit, postpaid.
Ideal lor campers and Boy hcouts; an
Saddles

.
.
...
.
new. ooc cump.ete, pop.u.
NeW fu) rf
t
New Cantons Something every horn; western typo; weight 40 pounds
jpgy ocuut onu camper anuuiu nave. eacn jjew and perfect. 154.50 each
V. S. Army Aluminum Canteens (new
Genuine McClellan Saddles as used
issue with screw top), 76c each, post-- - by U. S. Cavalry; guaranteed In serv- (cable condition, $10.50 each.
Old Issue Centeenai Oval shape
Trallin Cum
with canvas cover. 60c each, post- - Army travelling rolls for comb, brush
shaving articles, and toilet requisites,
P'd- Mirrors, measurng $1.50 values, 75c postpaid.
Unbreekeble
8x5 ins., each in case; fine for hunt- New Fall Lencth Pants
r or bcouta. 35c each postpaid.
Men't Trousers, full length, of all
Barrack Bscs for clothing or laun- - woo! Olive Drab worsted; excellently
ry; splendid, Dig bags. boc each, tailored; every pair new and guaran
postpaid.
teed perfect. $6.15 postpaid.
wove nnit jersey gloves; every
Khaki Breeches The genuine arpair new and perfect. 30c pair, post- - my Khaki Breeches; a limited quaiv
paid.
tity at ii.ou pair, postpaid.
Union-All- s
Overseas Caps All new; every one
vompieie sun (jumper and over- - penccc. uoc eacn, postpaid.
-

REMIT BY POST OFFICE MONEY ORDER, EXPRESS
MONEY ORDER, BANK EXCHANGE OR CASHIER'S CHECK
You run no risk everything guaranteed exactly as represented.
Sat-lafacton or your money back. Order at once the supply won't last long,

Federal Distributing Company
,
JM-36-

(

I

Dutributor of Army
Lrit
E. COMMERCE STREET

Tents in the United States
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
1
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Some Reasons Why We
Should Have Y our

)

Battery Busmess
1.
2.

Champi ons
The world loves a champion. People today are no different than they were at tho
time of John L. Sullivan. Most of U3 have closed our desks to watch Ty Cobb or Hans
Wagner, and we are doing it now for Babe Ruth. It is human nature to take pride in
accomplishments

EXPERIENCED, QUALIFIED MEN.
SUFFICIENT MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT.

t

A POLICY OF FAIR, SQUARE DEALING.
Perhaps to those we should add a fourth:
4. WE ARE THE SERVICE STATION FOR THE
3.

Hudson and Essex are champions. They hold all the worthi-whilrecords in the
automobile world, and when an automobile does something worth-whilover 8,000,000
owners are interested, and particularly if a man owns or hopes to some day own a car
of that make.
e

.

e

...

Philadelphia Diamond Grid
Battery
WITH PHILCO

There was a thrill that went over the entire country when an Essex crossed tho
continent in 4 days, 14 hours and 43 minutes. Many motor car owners refused to believe it, and but for the fact that the car carried mail and' was virtually checked out
of San Francisco and in to New York by Uncle Sam some never would have thought
the run possible.
.

FOR TWO

RETAINERS-GUARANT- EED

YEARS.

Now over 45,000 Essex owners enjoy a greater pride of ownership because their car
is a champion. The Cincinnati
run, the hundreds of local records of Essex
Week all helped to stimulate this pride of ownership, but the transcontinental run was
the crowning, achievement.

,

50-ho-

Nor do we wish to slight this fourth reason. It is no easy
matter to secure the Philadelphia Storage Battery Co. franchise.
And it can only be retained when the service to car owners is

N

Hudson, with its round-tritranscontinental record, its years of victories untouched, and the prestige it has earned as a fine car, enjoys all this championship
pride-o- f
owner feeling.
p

such as would be expected between a merchant of the highest type
and his most exacting customers.
Aside from this we feel a personal pride in representing this
battery, knowing as we do that whenever one is sold a friend is
created.
COME

Clovis

IN AND EQUIP YOUR CAR WITH CORD TIRES.
WE ARE SELLING THEM AT COST.

Company

Hudson-Esse- x
203

North Main Street

i

Electric Battery Station
C.

Corner Grand & Pile

WILL HAVE CHARGE OF
LADIES DEPARTMENT
Mis Ilaltio Stutz, of Russellvllle,
Ky., arrived in Clovis this week and
has taken charge of the ladies'
y
department of the
Dry Goods Co. Miss Stutx
lias had considerable experience in
line, and
the ladies
come to the campany well
ready-to-we-

Rodes-Bradlc-

rcady-lo-we-

'

ar

4m...I.
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H. SCOTT & SON, Proprietors
Phone 61

view," Supt. Jas. M. Bickley. Short
addrcx, E. Peterson. Song Club
members.
Dismissal for lunch.
1:00 p. m. Demonstrations by
Clubs. Judging of exhibits.
2:30 p. m. Sports. R. Mickey,
coach.
Tug of War, Rack on Potato
Ruce, 100-yDush by Boys,
d
Dash by Girls, Sack Race, Re'.nv
Race, Fat Men's Ruce.
4:00 p. ni. Base Ball game.
d

R0-y-

COMMUNITY
PROGRAM
FOR
CHRISTIAN LADIES AID
FAIR, BELLVlEW, NEW MEXIThe Ladies Aid of the Christian
CO, SEPTEMBER 24, 1920, 10:00
met Wednesduy afternoon at
Church
A. M.
the homo of Mrs. A. S. Crouch.
Mrs. F. J. Evans, now of Kansas
Sonjt, Club members.
Welcome
Response, City, Mo., was present and gave an
address, E. Withersnaon.
President oMho Clovis Chamber of interesting talk on the women's work
Commerce. Sonrf, Club members. in the church.
During the business session it was
Short address, Mrs. E. Durand. "Birds
Eye View of the Future Town of Bell- - decided to have a cooked food sale

Saturday, September 18th, consisting
of bread, cakes and dressed chick jns.
Mesdnmes Moore, Reagan and Dennis
to have charge of the sale. Adjourned to meet Wednesday, September 1 5
'
with Mrs. E. R. Cassel.
Delicious refreshments were served
by the hostess to Mesdames bishop,
Cassel, Collins, Usher, Dennis, liar
rison, Howard, Luikart, Moore, Rea
gan, Sims, Stevenson, Story, Hardy,
Campbell, Bowersmith, Atwood Evans, Smith, Crane ana Bessie Mo re

PPflfi

ttAcntn'S

Ms,x
V
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PROTECT YOUR

Dwelling and llonsliold Goods
1

4

v

Mercantile Building and Stock
AGAINST

Fire, Lightning and Tornado

Fall Sweaters

Are Here !
We have just received a

wwwwwww
V

:

most pleasing assortment of
fall sweaters for Misses and
.ladies, and we're sure you'll
like them. Come in, and see
them kfoj they are picked
over.
You'll surely want a Bungalow Apron when you
sco the new ones we have, especially when you see

haw reasonably they are priced.

Wc have some splendid broadcloth coats and
furs that will please the most exacting feminine

Mrs. W. G. Broome
MILLINER

PROTECT YOUR

AGAINST

Automobile

Fire, Theft, Accident

-

wuuam FARNUM

DIRECTION WILLIAM FOX
WILLIAM FARNUM In "The Last
of the Duanes". Adapted from Zone
Grey'a greatest story.
"The Last of the Duanes" is a won
derful romantic novel of lova and
danger,1 thVillinir in every breathless
situation, a live chapter centering In
the history made by the most gallant
body of men that tho great Sputhwest
has known The Toxaa Rangers. Wil
liam
arnum as Buck Duane match
his courage and cunning first against
the Texaa Rangers and later acaiiut
the outlaws from whom he has rescued
the girl who In the end saves his life.
Also showing a two-reSunshine
comedy, "Jass Bandita", and a Mutt
and Jeff Cartoon. At the Lyceum
Theatre, Saturday jiisrht. September
18th. Try to got In.
el

SEE US FOR

LIFE

raSUTOE

laker Bros. Agency, -- Inc.

D'
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Reserve District No

8784
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REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
at Clovis, in the State of New Mexico, at the

clou? of business on September

8th, 1920.
RESOURCES
$91 1,163.01
Loans and discounts, including rediscounts
Notes and bills rediscountcri' with Federal Re42,S57;49
serve Bank
U. S. Government Securities Owned
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S. Bonds
62,500
par value)
Pledged as collateral for Stale or other deposits
24,000
or bills pnyable
2,500
Owned and unpledged
Bonds (other thun U. S. Bonds) pledged to secure
3,000.00
postal savings deposits
Securities, other than C. S. Bonds (nut including
39,Sfi0.63
stocks owned and unpledged
Totnl bonds, securities, etc., other than U. S.
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50 per cent of
subscription .
Value af banking house owned and unincumbered
23,316.75
Kquity in banking house
Furniture and fixtures
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank
Cash in vault and net amount due from nation-bank- s

$868,306.12

89,000.00

.

--

42,560.63
3,600
23,316.75
15,383.25
58,932.63

TOTAL

10,807.90
239.50
3,125.00
11,237,511.25

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock paid in
Surplus fund
Undivided profits
:
16,031.99
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid..
9,360.26
Circulating notes outstanding
Net amount due to banks, bankers and trust
companies .
Cashiers checks on own bank outstanding
Total of items 29, 30, 31, 32, and 33
171,557.50
Demand deposit! (other than bank deposits) sub
ject to reserve.
Individual deposits sufcject to check
Total of demand deposits
728,242.69
Time deposits subject to reserve:
deposit
of
Certificates
(other than for money
'.
borrowed) . -- savings
deposits
Postal
Other time deposits
Total of time deposits subject to reserve.. 143,543.50
TOTAL

$100,000.00
25,000.00
6,667.56
62,500.00

with Federal

TRADEMARK

.Farm Tractor

:

ADS

M

:

Wmmmmm

RATE

728,242.69

le Per Word Per

Iue

125,514.09 FOR RENT Bush & Lane piano in
722.43
good condition. Phone 164 or call
17,306.98
at 200 North Lane..
WANTED

To rent piano.

Call

130.

Reserve

42,857.49 LOST Last Thursday evening, mus
lin night dress, round crochet yoke,
trimed, short sleeves, somcwhero
lace
I, L. B. Gregg, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swear
that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief. between 210 N. Gidding and 212 N.
Wallace St. Finder please phone 99
L. B. CREGGi Cnshi-- r.
or leave at Raniey&Wilkinson office.
Correct Attest: G. P. KUYKENDALL, C. A. SCHELKICF.
!. Y,
Reward.
ltp
CVERSTREET, Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th day of September, 1:):J0. FOUND In Santa Fe station at Clo
vis, man'g ring. Owner can recover
DANIEL BOONE, Notary Public
sume by describing to H. E. Guy,
My commission expires May 11, 1921.
Texico, N. M
ltp

State of New'Mexico, County of Curry,

Henry Ford set about building the Fordson tractor he
had a thorough understanding of just what it should he and just
what it should do. His early life on the farm gave him a deep insight into Hie daily life of a fanner; his nieehanieal genius saw
the type of tractor needed. He hegan work on a farm tractor
thirty-fiv- e
years ago, and for more than twelve years he experimented over more than 7,000 acres of land in different kinds of
soil, with different crops.
So he built the Fordson. It is so simple that a school hoy can
operate it. It is low in first cost. It is lowest in operating cost
and Fordsou parts and Fordson service are always to be had
promptly from the dealer.
The Fordson is a profitable investment. It can be used
every working day'in the year. It is an inexpensive power plant
that will lighten mr farm work. It has proven its worth oil moro
than one hundred thousand farms not only in operating implements in the fields but in belt and pulley work. And it doesn't
eat when idle.
Don't delay ordering your Fordson tractor. The demand is
greater than the supply. '
Wlu-i- i

CLASSIFIED

117,575.14
53,982.36

$1,237,511.25

Liabilities for rediscounts
Bank .

FORD son

er

122,239.47
Checks on other banks in the same city or town as
reporting bank
133,047.37
Total of items 13, li, 15, 16, and 17
Checks on banks located outside of city or town
of reporting bank and oth?r cash items
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due
from U. S. Treasurer
.

sible. It is well to open the drill
about one notch more for planting
treated seed than for ordinary seed
to allow for swelling due to soaking.
By this method It is well to fix a drain
board so that the solution can drain
bacli into the barrel and be usod over
and; over again. It is advisable, how
ever, not to use the solution after
it has stood for twelve hours or more,
so after that all the solution that is
left in the barrel should be drained
out nnd a fresh soultion put in before treating any more grain.
The sprinkling method is also satisfactory, if sufficient pains are taken
to see that every particle of grain
gets treated. By this method the grain
is put in a tight bin or box and a solution of one pint of formaldehyde to
forty gallons of water is sprinkled
on it, and while the solution is being
sprinkled on the grain it should be
shoveled over nnd over after the nmn-nof mixing cement, then it is heaped in a nice pile and covcrad with canvas or burlap and left o''er nicht
when it is spread out and dried as
quickly as possible and made ready
for planting.
Special care should be taken after
the grain is treated not to allow it
to become exposed to smut by putting
in untreated bags, bins or boxes. Even
the grain drill should be cleaned with
a strong solution of formaldehyde
before it is used for planting wheat.

ss.

TREAT YOUR GRAIN FOR SMUT the same results. The method most
commonly used in this section is dipSmut in the wheat crop this year ping, which is about as follows:
hns been the cause of thousanJ of dolPut 40 gallons of water in a 60
lars being lost to the furmers of Cur- gallon barrel and add to this one pint
ry County. Most of this could have of formaldehyde, 40 solution, stir it
and then place about one bushel
been avoided by using the simple for- well
of wheat in a comon burlap sack and
maldehyde
treatment. There are imerse this in the solution for ten
several methods of treating with the minutes and lift it out, drain
formaldehyde but they all give about thoroughly and dry as quickly as fos-

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Operating Highway Garage

of good farming

the Estancia Valley
Estancia,

AGENTS

land in
in 5 miles of

one mile of railroad,

j

to

trade for property in Clovis. Valued
at $1,600. Address Box 97, Clovis, grade

school books. Sec J. b. Waits, time td devote to store.
Clovis Grist Mill. P. O. Box 23. 162t Ft. Sum:ier, N. M.

N. M.

FOR SALE or will exchange for
residence lots a
car
in good condition. If interested leave
address at Kemp Lumber Company,
Clovis.
ltp

FOR SALE Ranch on the Pecos,
one mile from post office, orchard,
approximately 20 acres under irrigation, modern
adobo with
toilet, bath, hot and cold water, approximately 40 acres above ditch. F.
FOR SALE One of the beat resiE. Collins, Puerto
de Luna New
Reserve District No. 11
dence properties in town, with half
OF THE
Mexico.
tp.
block of land. 700 N. Axtell. J. D.
Fleming.
ltp FOR SALE Two good high grade
FOR SALE Two thirds of 100 acres Holstein bulls, one year old and two
September
on
business
of
of row crop, 1 mile north and 4 year old. Also some pigs. John
of 50 Nafzger.
miles east of Clovis;
acres two miles north and five miles FUR
SALE OR TRADE Drug
11, 378.96
$411,376.96 east of Clovis; team and farming
Store located in county seat tewn,
tools also for sale. . L. E. Meador, very healthful.
Oak and Glass Fixltp. tures, soda fountain. New stock at
Texico, Route I.
zd.uuu.uu
FOR SALE CHEAP A good sorg- 50c on dollar. Will take automobilo
20,000.00
hum mill and two sets of eighth at cash value. Owner stock man, no
2,750.00
-

Chnrtisr No. 8767

160 acres

JONES & LINDLEY

8-- 1

8

CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
at Clovis,

in the State of New Mexico, at the close
8th, 1920.

f

two-thir-

RESOURCES

Loans and discounts, including rediscount-- .
U. S. Gorernment Securities ownedi
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S. Bonds par
value
Pledged as collateral for state or other deposits
or bills payable
Owned and unpledged
War Savings Certificates and Thrift Stamps actually owned
Total U. S. Government securities
Securities, other than U. S. Bonds (not including
stocks), owned and unpledged
Total bonds, securiti- -. etc
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50
of sub)..
Value of banking house, owned and unincumbered .
Equity In banking house
-4

..

1

6-- 4

Girl wanted to de general house
tc keeping. Mrs. C. W. Harrison.

r'OR SALE Modern house for
FOR SALE Fivj room bungalow al- most completed. To be sold at a sale, must be sold for cash immedi- Three blocks from best part
bargain.
A. D. Bobier, 500 North ately.
of Main Street, one block from new
Prince.
Eugene school building. Apply to E.
HOUSE FOR RENT.
Also some Peterson. County Agent.
"
nice sleeping rooms, well located.
!
All of block No. 4 and
W. C. F0R SALE
Furnished or unfurnished.
No. 5
in Block
ot
Tharp, 1200 East Washington.
!
West Lawn. Writs P. L. Everline,
FOR SALE Practically new McCor- - Box 91, Slaton, Texas.
mick row binder. J. II. Kays,
SALE Nine room apartment
Pleasant Hill. Postoffice, Route A .
m?Idcrni
uw;
Texico.
plastered,
WANTED TO RENT Furnished or hot and cold water in each kitchen,
unfurnished house or light house- - 200 S. Me rri wether St M. W. Page,
keeping rooms by couple without chil- - owner.
at News office.
dren. Enquire
!
e
FOR SALE
modern
high galow, 620 North Axtell St., pebble-grad- e
good second-hanpiano, also new piano for sale, dashed, shade trees, sidewalks,
bargain. D. N. Croft, Phone en and coal house, garage. M. W.
'
Pago, owner.
262.
fc

"

0-U-ll

-

TTI

bun-On-

chick-Speci-

168.00
47,918.00
7,730.78
7,730.76
2,350.00
14,500.00

No. 53

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

al

THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS
at Clovis, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business on September
8th, 1920.

14,800.00
RESOURCES
7,478.05
Furniture and fixtures .'
6,500.00 Loans and discounts
Real estate owned other than banking house
$462,400.76
75,323.31
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank
'
. $462,400.76
Total loans
Cash in vault and net amount due from nation17. S. Bonds owned and unpledged
24,000.00
135,151.43 War Saving Stamps
al banks
'
841.00
.- Checks on other banks in the same city or town
24,841.00
Total U. S. Bonds
26,848.37 Securities
as reporting bank
other than U. S. Bonds (not Including
161,999.80
Total of items 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17
1,400.00
stocks), owned unpledgedChecks on bank located outside of city or town
1,400.00
Total bonds, securities, etc
2,419.64 Value of Banking house, if unincumbered
of reporting bank and other cash items
6,000.00
6.000.00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due
2,800.00
and fixtures
2,250.00 Furniture
from U. S. Treasurer
89,961.51
89,961.51
Net amount due from national banks
on banks in the same city or town
TOTAL
.....$739,846.52 Otheraschecks
7,431.12
reporting bank
'.
.
'.
'
2,226.03
Outside checks and other cash items
LIABILITIES
2,381.28
155.25
Fractional currency, nickels and cents
15.967.50
Capital Stock paid in
50,000.00 Coin and currency
Surplus fund
30,000.00
10,103.17
$613,183.17
Undivided Profits
TOTAL..
6,079.80
5,023.37
Leas current expenses, interest and taxes paid..
LIABILITIES
Circulating Notes Outstanding
25,000.00
Cashiers checks on own bank outstanding
48,99?.53 Capital stock paid in
25,000.00
48,992.53
Total of items 2t, 30, 31, 32 and 33
25,000.00
Surplus fund
Individual deposits subject to check..
530,445.62 Uudivided profits
$9,156.78
8,867.49 Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid...
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30 days
3,728.83
5,427.95
539,313.11
Total of demand deposits
465,480.79
Individual deposits subject to check
Certificates of deposit (other than for money
.
2,439.64
Cashier's checks outstanding
borrowed:,
41,502.51 Certificates of deposit
.
69,834.79
Total of time deposits subject to reserve.. 41,502.51
Letters of Credit and travellers checks sold for
$'613,183.17
TOTAL
T
cash and outstanding
15.00
State of New Mexico, County of Curry, ss.
TOTAL..
$739,846.52
We. G. W. Singleton, President and S. A. Jones, Cashier, of the above
named bank do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to tho
State of New Mexico, County of Curry, ss.
"
our knowledge and belief.
I, J. C. Nelson, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swear best of
that the above statement is true to the beat of my knowledge and belief.
G. W. SINGLETON, President.
S. A. JONES, Cashier.
J. C. NELSON, Cashier
Correct Attest: CASH RAMEY, J. E. LINDLEY, CHAS. E. DENNIS,
Correct Attest
ALEX SHIPLEY, A. W. HOCKENHULL,
J. W. Directors.
BOARD. Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of September, 1920.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th day of September, 1920.
G. L. HARSHAW, Notary Public.
ADDIE CHENWORTH, Notary Public
My commission expires February 20, 1921.
My Commission expires April 18, 1923.

No. 84.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

Farmers State Bank

--

t

L. Box 245,

...........

......
...

......

'

Clovis, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business on September
8th, 1920.
.
,
RESOURCES
'.
$138,525.82
Loans and discount
$138,625.82
Total loans
Securities, other than U. S. Bonds (not including
1,125.00
stocks) owned unpledged
1,125.00
Total bonds, securities, etc
8,000.00
Furniture and fixtures
69,145.52
69,146.62
Net amount due from national banks
Net amount due from banks and bankers (other
9,752.38
than included in 10 and 11)
Other checks on banks In the same city or town
8,207.94
as reporting bank
.108.06
Outside checks and other cash items
101.86
409.91
,
Fractional currency, nickles and cents
5,706.95
Coin and currency

at

...........

..

-

...

TOTAL

$240,872.52
'

LIABILITIES

Capital stock paid in
Undivided Profits
Individual deposits subject, to check
Cashier's checks outstanding
Total of demand deposits, items 27, 2K, 29,
208,237.61
30, 31, 32, and 33
Certificates of deposit
,
1,855.17
Total of time deposits, items 35 and 30
TOTAL

30,000.00
779.74
200,430.68
7,800.93
1,855.17
$240,872.52

State of Now Mexico, County of Curry, as.
We, S. J. Boykin, President and A. W. Skarda, Cashier, of the above
nnmed bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best
of our knowledge and belief.
S. J. BOYKIN, President .
Correct Attest:

A. W. SKARDA, Cashier.
C. F. DOUGHTON, J. W. WILKINSON, S.

J,

BOY-KI-

Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day of September, 1920.
EDWARD L. MANSON, Notary Public
My commission expires January 21,1923.
,

